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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to identify the needs of Kansas’ agricultural producers in relation 
to financial and legal matters at a local level. The following research questions guided this study: 
1) what services, identified by local producers, are needed in communities across Kansas to 
assist producers in times of financial and legal distress; 2) what are the perceptions among 
producers of the Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services (KAMS); 3) what brand attributes, 
names, and taglines would appeal to producers for an organization addressing their financial and 
legal distress; 4) how can organizations effectively market financial and legal services to 
producers? A qualitative study design was used in order to assess the research questions. Six 
focus groups were performed throughout the state in three different geographic locations. 
Participants were selected using purposive sampling in order to have one group of people 
familiar with the organization (KAMS) currently helping producers with their legal and financial 
issues and one unfamiliar group in each location. Grunig’s excellence in public relations model 
served as the conceptual framework for this study. Results of this study concluded that rural 
Kansas’ communities see a need for service organizations similar to KAMS. Participants value 
assistance with family farm transition planning as well as financial assistance. Participants saw 
marketing and promotion of the current services offered just as critical as having the services 
themselves. Participants felt these services should be marketed through two-way communication 
channels, such as social media, an organizational representative for face-to-face interaction, and 
collaboration with extension. Additionally, participants voiced strong opinions about various 
brand attributes. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
Throughout the United States, production agriculturalists face struggles that impede their 
abilities to continue farming. The struggles today’s farmers and ranchers face include financial 
distress, legal matters, and the succession and transition of the family farm (Rosenblatt, 
Nevaldine, & Titus, 1978; Walker, Walker, & MacLennan, 1986). Producers may find 
themselves in a dispute situation that leads to legal hearings (Bailey, 2004). Many of their 
struggles lead to feelings of failure, which is amplified due to the “proud” nature of the farmer 
(Kuehne, 2012). Because of current pressures facing family farms, it is likely farmers could use 
support and services provided by a state mediation service (Agricultural Mediation Program, 
2013).  
 
“The 2007 Census shows only 26.5 percent of all principle operators have been farming for less 
than 10 years, a decline of more than 10 percent since 1982” (2007 Census of Agriculture, 2012, 
p. 2). This reflects the decline in the number of young people seeking production agriculture as a 
career. Furthermore, the Census indicated almost 80% of younger operators entering farming are 
not farming full time; instead they are working off the farm to make enough money to farm 
(2007 Census of Agriculture, 2012). Additionally, the 2007 Census of Agriculture by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) reports “In 2002, 144,000 farms produced 75 percent of the 
value of U.S. agricultural production. In 2007, the number of farms that produced the same share 
of production declined to 125,000” (2007 Census of Agriculture, 2012, p. 1). With a declining 
number of new farm operators, more of those operators working off the farm, and reliance on 
fewer farms to produce a large amount of products, the future of farming in the United States is 
in question. Additional struggles face agricultural producers in Kansas. Nearly 39% of the farm 
operators across the state are age 65 years or older and almost 63% are above the age of 55,while 
there was a 22% increase in farmers 65 years or older nationwide. (2007 Census of Agriculture, 
2012). This raises concern about transitioning farms, not just in Kansas but across the country 
(Sureshwaran & McAleer, 2008). 
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The complexity of farming is more than the work it takes to plant and harvest crops or to care for 
livestock (Vanclay, 2004). Vanclay (2004) described farming: 
Farming becomes a way of life, a way of making a living, that acquires a meaning far 
deeper that almost any other occupational identity. In that sense, farming is a vocation. 
As a socio-cultural practice, it is governed, informed and regulated by social processes. 
(p. 213) 
 
Farmers throughout the world model a unique behavior and personality commonly perceived as a 
high sense of pride. Oftentimes the land used for farming has been in the family for several 
generations. This can lead to emotional attachment to the land (Kuehne, 2012). Burton (2004) 
described the land as having an identity similar to the family itself due to the time and effort put 
into maintaing the land. Because the land becomes part of the family, being a family farmer 
carries a multitude of responsibility. Not only is this person expected to develop a personal 
identity, but they are to carry on the identity of the family farm. In addition to personal 
development, it is hard to distinguish the difference in work one generation has put into the farm 
in comparison to another (Burton, 2004; Kuehne, 2012).  
 
The pressure, stress, and feeling of responsibility of maintaining the family farm can be an 
emotional burden on one individual attempting to salvage generations of family history in a 
challenging economy. In the development of the family farm, it has become more than “just 
land,” but an attachment and family member to the caretakers of it (Burton, 2004; Kuehne, 2012; 
Vanclay, 2004). This sense of family and embracement of the land lays a natural path for passing 
of the farm from one familial generation to the next (Kuehne, 2012). At times, this arrangement 
can lead to a two-generational farm family, in which the transfer of the operation is a gradual 
process from one generation to the next (Davis-Brown & Salamon, 1988). If the farm struggles 
to stay afloat during an economic downturn, no one wants to be responsible for laying the family 
farm to rest (Kuehne, 2012). The USDA, administered through the Farm Service Agency (FSA), 
provides grants to state mediation programs to help in these times of financial and legal distress 
(Bailey, 2004). FSA is designed to serve agricultural producers and partners utilizing agricultural 
programs (Farm Service Agency, 2013). 
State mediation programs are developed to assist agricultural producers, their creditors, 
and other persons directly affected by the actions of the USDA to resolve disputes 
thereby reducing the participant's cost associated with administrative appeals, litigation, 
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and bankruptcy. The USDA Mediation Program gives farmers and ranchers a confidential 
way to resolve disputes involving farm loans, conservation programs, wetland 
determinations, rural water loan programs, grazing on national forest system lands, 
pesticides, and other issues determined by the Secretary of Agriculture. Mediation 
services can include counseling and financial analysis to prepare parties for the mediation 
session.  
 
Agricultural mediation is a way of settling disputes within a producers own means. The 
program provides a neutral mediator that can sit down or work on the phone to resolve 
very sticky issues. Instead of years it can take for a case to filter through the courts, the 
mediation process generally takes a few meetings to complete (Bailey, 2004, para. 2-3). 
 
The Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services (KAMS) is the organization designed to serve 
farmers in the state of Kansas in this manner (Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services, 2013).   
Statement of the Problem 
The two-generational farm family can encompas a set of particular problems. “It is a unique 
family system in that family and economic roles overlap as both generations receive their 
livelihood from the same farm,” (Ballard-Reisch & Weigel, 1991, p. 225). The family develops 
more than the typical relationships involved between parents and children, but operates as a 
business partnership as well. Because of the overlapping structure between the family and the 
business, the transition of the family farm can become very complex  (Weigel & Weigel, 1990; 
Ballard-Reisch & Weigel, 1991). Many farms and farm families never experience the 
transitioning of the farm to a younger generation because of struggles such as stress, turmoil, or 
change in commitment of the younger generation (Hanson, 1982; Keating & Munro, 1989; 
Russell, Griffin, Flinchbaugh, Martin & Atilano, 1985; Salamon & Markan, 1984). Jurich and 
Russell (1987) discovered that rural families experience reluctancy when seeking help through 
family therapy. This may further be applied to mediation processes for farm families. 
 
The issues farm families face may range from financial distress to psychological problems 
(Jurich & Russell, 1987) and stress compounded by the transitioning of the farm  (Ballard-Reisch 
& Weigel, 1991). Financial distress can be brought forth in a variety of ways, such as: the cost 
associated with land and machinery make it hard for younger generations to become involved in 
farming indepently (Ballard-Reisch & Weigel, 1991), or when an economic crisis hits and the 
value of commodities, such as grains and cattle, drop alongside land values, similar to what was 
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seen in the 1980s (Jurich & Russell, 1987). The psychological stress stems from the collection of 
individual stressers of farm, family, and business  (Jurich & Russell, 1987). Moreover, the 
decision making process of the two-generational farm family can become stressful (Weigel & 
Weigel, 1990). This stress could be reduced through a process such as mediation. Because the 
USDA offers support through mediation, reseachers know the help is available (Bailey, 2004); 
however, the KAMS must improve its communication with farmers across the state in order to 
gain recognition (de Chernatony, 2001; Keller & Lehmann, 2006). 
 
The 1980s provide an example of a situation in which farm families faced struggling times. This 
was an effect of governmental changes that created an unstable economy and unfavorably 
affected agriculture. The three main factors leading to the economic crisis were: inflation, actions 
by the Federal Reserve Board, and the federal budget deficit (Harl, 1990). Harl (1990) stated: 
For agriculture, the result was (1) a strong dollar that set records against other currencies 
and that cost U.S. agriculture dearly in terms of export of farm commodities, (2) high 
interest rates that boosted interest payments for indebted farmers to high levels, (3) 
falling land values as potential investors were confronted with the reality of 8 to 12 
percent real interest rates and the reassessment of land as an alternative investment in the 
economic environment of the 1980s, and (4) massive defaults on farm loans (p. 17). 
 
Stressors such as those of the 1980s, as well as the average age of the farmer previously 
discussed, it becomes important to identify the struggles of the families and to relate to their 
needs (Vanclay F, 2004). One means to address conflict is providing a service, such as therapy 
for the farm family. According to Jurich and Russell (1987), “Family therapy is a key 
professional intervention when symptoms develop, following times of high stress, pileup, and 
low family resources” (p. 365). Finding resources and support in rural areas, however, may be 
difficult (Molgaard, 1997). An imperative part of providing help is identifying the needs of 
producers at a local level. 
 
In addition to identifying the services needed for Kansas farmers, producers need to be aware of 
existing services. Simply offering the needed services will benefit no one if producers are 
unaware of services (Miller & Berry, 1998). Abrams, Meyers, Irani, and Baker (2010) studied a 
different service agricultural organization which was struggling with recognition. They 
concluded that by improving communication with those using the service or those who could use 
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the services, their brand experienced heightened recognition of what services the organization 
offered, as well as improved familiarity with the brand itself. 
 
Therefore, branding of the services offered becomes almost as important as the services 
themselves. The American Marketing Association Dictionary (2013) defines a brand as “a 
customer experience represented by a collection of images and ideas.”  By creating awareness 
through branding, an organization can create a unique identity (Franzen & Moriarty, 2009). This 
can be accomplished by implementing branding and marketing strategies (Keller, 2011).  
One way to create recognition is through brand salience. According to Romaniuk and Sharp 
(2004), salience is how recognizable the brand is to the consumer, how it stands out in their 
mind. Brand salience can also be considered what is at the “top of mind” for the consumer 
(Romaniuk & Sharp, 2004). By appropriately positioning the brand, an organization can more 
effectively reach its target group (Franzen & Moriarty, 2009). 
 
In addition to branding strategy and brand salience, organizations seeking to help farmers in 
financial and legal distress should focus on creating a marketing strategy. Irani, Ruth, Telg, and 
Lundy (2006) supported the theory of developing a two-way symmetrical model of 
communication related to extension services. This two-way symmetrical model is based on the 
Excellence in Public Relations Theory developed by Grunig. The two-way symmetrical model 
develops messages that can motivate or persuade people by using prior research to understand 
and communicate with them (Grunig & Grunig, 1992). Organizations are encouraged to provide 
information to consumers to help them make informed decisions (Dervin, 1984), whether the 
consumer requests the information or not (Hance, Chess, & Sandman, 1988).  
 
In order to better serve the need of agricultural producers as they prepare to produce food for a 
growing population, KAMS needs to identify with agricultural producers in Kansas. In order to 
be successful, service organizations must relate with their consumer population (Vanclay, 2004). 
While maintaining an understanding of the connection to the family farm, services, such as 
assistance in transitioning of the family farm through mediation, may be useful (Jurich & 
Russell, 1987; Weigel & Weigel, 1990). Furthermore, an organization can heighten its ability to 
serve farmers throughout the state by spreading awareness of the organization through branding 
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(Franzen & Moriarty, 2009). Miller and Berry (1998) maintain that before an individual becomes 
interested in a brand, they must be aware it exists.  
Purpose of the Study and Research Questions 
Agricultural producers possess a unique set of problems when financial and legal issues arise. 
Inevitably, financial matters often entangle with family matters. These family matters tie back 
into the business, which is often operated by a two-generational farm family (Bennet, 1982). 
This two-generational model is filled with challenges in the transitioning of the family farm 
(Ballard-Reisch & Weigel, 1991; Vanclay, 2004; Weigel & Weigel, 1990). For organizations to 
serve farm families legal and financial needs, farmers must be aware the services are available 
(Miller & Berry, 1998). 
 
The purpose of this study was to identify the needs of agricultural producers in relation to 
financial and legal matters at a local level in order to gain knowledge of the perceived 
agricultural services needed in local communities. Furthermore, the purpose of this study was to 
develop marketing and branding techniques for organizations providing these services. 
 
The following research questions were developed to guide this study: 
 RQ1:  What services, identified by local producers, are needed in local 
communities across Kansas to assist producers in times of financial and legal 
distress? 
 RQ2:  What are the perceptions of the Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services 
(KAMS) among agricultural producers throughout Kansas? 
 RQ3:  What brand attributes, names, and taglines would appeal to producers for 
an organization addressing their financial and legal distress? 
 RQ4:  How can organizations effectively market financial and legal services to 
producers? 
Assumptions 
Assumptions made during this study were related to focus group participants. Half of the 
participants were to have no previous knowledge or interaction with KAMS, while the other half 
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was to have general knowledge and understanding of KAMS current operations. Another 
assumption was that all participants were actively engaged in the agricultural industry and/or 
their communities. 
Limitations 
Utilizing focus groups to gather information offers a few limitations. The small number of 
participants in a focus group in relation to a whole population limits the generalizations that can 
be made from the study. However, due to the smaller size of a focus group, interactions are often 
more personable, and therefore allow participants to offer true, detailed perceptions, mimicking 
social decision making situations. Another limitation is the geographical restrictions of the focus 
groups. Although they were performed at purposeful points throughout the state of Kansas, the 
participants were solely Kansas residents. Additionally, when participating in focus groups, 
individuals may be influenced by what their peers say (Morgan, 1998), but this may cause a 
clearer representation of what reality presents. Finally, when analyzing the research it is 
important that the researchers maintain objectivity to ensure the information offered by 
participants is understood in the correct context.  
Definition of Key Terms 
 
 Agricultural producer/farmer: “Person that engages in or has engaged in the business of 
growing or producing agricultural produce for market for delivery or transfer to others 
owning or holding title to the produce. Agricultural producer includes a landowner, producer, 
landlord, tenant, sharecropper, or other person who participates in the growing of agricultural 
produce and receives a share of the produce” (Stoel Rives, 2010) 
 
 Brand: A customer experience represented by a collection of images and ideas; often, it 
refers to a symbol such as a name, logo, slogan, and design scheme (American Marketing 
Association, 2013). 
 
 Brand salience: Ability of a brand to separate itself from its own environment or history 
(Guido, 1998). 
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 Extension: One part of the three part mission of land-grant universities designed to reach to 
the public and provide information related to teaching and research through outreach (Kansas 
Cooperative Extension Service). 
 
 KAMS: Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services; The Kansas organization designed to 
provide mediation services to agricultural producers throughout Kansas, and funded by the 
USDA. 
 
 Marketing: “Marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, 
communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, 
partners, and society at large” (American Marketing Association, 2013) 
 
 Mediation: “A voluntary process in which a trained mediator facilitates communication and 
negotiation between individuals in dispute. The goal of mediation is to reach an agreement 
that settles the disagreement in a mutually satisfactory manner. Mediations are conducted at a 
neutral location and in an informal and non-threatening environment.” (Kansas Legal 
Services, 2009, para. 1). 
 
 Two generational farm family: The operation of the family farm by both parents and the 
adult children. The children receive increasing input with the goal of eventually running the 
operation (Christensen, 1959; Davis-Brown & Salamon, 1988). 
 
 Two-way symmetrical communication: Based on research and science, this model is a part 
of the Excellence in Public Relations theory and stresses the importance of open 
communication lines between organizations and consumers (Grunig & Grunig, 1992). 
 
 USDA: Department of Agriculture; “We provide leadership on food, agriculture, natural 
resources, rural development, nutrition, and related issues based on sound public policy, the 
best available science, and efficient management” (United States Department of Agriculture, 
2013, para. 1).  
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Summary 
Agricultural producers are part of a unique model of transitioning farm families, seeking to hand 
the farm from one generation to the next. The transition period presents difficulties because of 
the overlap between family and business (Ballard-Reisch & Weigel, 1991). Adding to this 
problem can be the financial and legal distress many farm families face. As organizations seek to 
serve struggling farms and families, they must meet the needs of these families. Organizations 
seeking to help farmers must identify the needs and how those will be addressed (Vanclay, 
2004). Additionally, branding and marketing services to the correct audience is crucial when 
increasing use of the orgranizational services (Franzen & Moriarty, 2009). 
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
The goal of this study is to understand the needs of agricultural producers in regards to financial 
and legal concerns, develop the identified services, and give recommendations to effectively 
market those services. By working with a specific agricultural service organization, this study 
was able to identify these needed services and determine how to effectively communicate with 
farmers about resources. In order to gain a better understanding of research that has been 
previously conducted, a review of the literature was performed. The literature reviewed includes 
characteristics of the organization, such as current services offered; theory used to guide this 
study; financial and legal distress of the farmer; preferred communication channels; and 
marketing and branding of services. 
Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services 
The Farmers Assistance Counseling and Training Service (FACTS) was established in 1985 by 
Kansas legislature and was designed to help farmers who were struggling financially (Farmers 
Assistance Counseling and Training Service). During this time, approximately 80 farmers called 
each week seeking aid. Of those 80 calls, about 70% were seeking legal and/or financial advice. 
When FACTS employees viewed it appropriate, they referred the farmers to extension services 
(Historical Publications). FACTS provided confidential information, counseling, assistance, and 
referrals for things such as direct legal representation, financial assistance, estate planning, 
support groups, career retraining and assistance, insurance, and many other related topics 
(Farmers Assistance Counseling and Training Service). FACTS continued to serve farmers until 
September 30, 1996 (Program Background and Effectiveness). 
 
Alongside FACTS was the Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services (KAMS), developed in 1988 
to assist with agricultural loan mediation. Initially, KAMS was operated as a part of the Kansas 
State Board of Agriculture, but in 1995 it moved under the jurisdiction of Kansas State 
University and Cooperative Extension Service. Since fiscal year 1996, K-State Research and 
Extension has “administered the state’s agricultural loan mediation grant,” (Kansas Agricultural 
Mediation Services, para. 2). Therefore, KAMS operates in conjuntion with K-State Research 
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and Extension. Furthermore, “KAMS is also an ‘approved mediation program’ under Kansas law 
(K.S.A. 5-501 et seq.), having been so certified by the Office of Judicial Administration of the 
Kansas Supreme Court, Office of Dispute Resolution,” (Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services, 
para. 3). 
 
Other mediation services offered. Throughout the state of Kansas, Kansas Legal Services 
provides mediation services for many different cases, such as employment discrimination, 
juvenile dependency, and insurance disputes (Kansas Legal Services, 2009); these services are 
not specific to the agricultural industry. The Kansas Judicial Branch (2007) offers the following 
as an outline for becoming a mediator: 
Anyone seeking to become an approved mediator must first complete the “core” 
mediation class.  This is a class on the basics of mediation. There are then four advanced 
categories which can be taken: domestic, civil, parent/adolescent and dependency 
 
Anyone who completes one or more of the advance categories are required to take three 
co-mediations in each category.  You do not have to complete three co-mediations in core 
unless you are not taking any advanced training (para. 4-5). 
 
Kansas Institute for Peace and Conflict Resolution offers mediation services in Kansas through 
Bethal College in their Community Mediation Center. Payment for these services is often based 
on the participants’ income and is calculated on a sliding scale (Bethel College KIPCOR, 2013). 
Additionally, Heartland Mediators Association (HMA) offers mediation to Kansas residents, in 
addition to Missouri, Nebraska, and surrounding states. HMA is a not-for-profit organization 
(Heartland Mediators Association, 2013). 
 
For the purpose of this study, KAMS is the organization of interest as an example of a program 
established to help agricultural producers during times of financial and legal distress. To provide 
an overview and understanding of the current operations of KAMS, the following is information 
about KAMS structure: 
The Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services (KAMS) is a service available to Kansas 
residents who would like assistance with resolving all types of agricultural-related issues. 
Agricultural producers, their lenders, and other people who have received an adverse 
decision from any of the USDA agencies including Farm Services Agency, Natural 
Resources Conservation Service, and Rural Development are encouraged to utilize these 
services. 
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KAMS is the USDA Certified State Agricultural Mediation provider for Kansas. KAMS 
helps Kansans with resolving a wide variety of issues that affect their daily lives. These 
could include agricultural credit issues, farm foreclosures, USDA Farm program and 
Farm Loan Program decisions, USDA Rural Housing loan issues, USDA Risk 
Management issues, and USDA Natural Resources and Conservation Service decisions. 
The KAMS Staff Attorney is available to visit with callers, confidentially and at no cost, 
regarding any agricultural legal or financial issues, including such topics as answering 
questions regarding USDA denial letters, clarifying confusing paperwork, understanding 
appeal options available, agricultural credit situations, property right issues, farm 
foreclosures, and landlord/tenant disputes. 
 
KAMS specialists provide initial information and guidance at no cost through a toll-free 
hotline, l-800-321-3276. A state-wide network of cooperating agencies and programs 
includes a pool of trained agricultural mediators, K-State Research and Extension 
financial consultants and Kansas Legal Services (KLS) (Kansas Agricultural Mediation 
Services, para. 1-3).  
 
Because KAMS is funded through a USDA grant, limitations are set for the services that can be 
offered. Examples of services not currently being offered by KAMS include a central place to 
call for agricultural information; strategic planning assistance for farmers, ranchers, and 
agricultural businesses not experiencing financial distress (e.g., loan denial, loan restructure); 
assistance with leases, boundary line disputes, or other situations not directly related to the 
financial feasibility of the operation; assistance for beginning farmers and veterans seeking to 
return to/enter into farming. According to B. O’Donnell (personal communication, July 8, 2013), 
by seeking additional income sources, KAMS could expand the services offered to include some 
of the services previously listed, as well as apply for additional grant funding. 
 
Kansas State University Farm Analyst Program. One service KAMS offers is financial 
assistance. This allows KAMS to work with financial analysts from the K-State Research and 
Extension (KSRE) Farm Analyst Program, Kansas Legal Service’s attorneys, and KAMS’s own 
certified mediators to provide the assistance needed (Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services, 
2013). The KSRE Farm Analyst program offers one-on-one consultation. The consultant is an 
active farmer or rancher trained as a KSRE analyst. The main job of the analyst is to administer 
the computer software program FinPak  (KSU Farm Analyst Program).  
FinPak is “a comprehensive financial planning and analysis system designed to help 
farmers and ranchers understand their financial situation and make informed decisions. It 
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is not a record keeping system. Instead, FinPack provides tools to effectively use farm 
records to make business analysis, long-range planning, and cash-flow planning as 
complete, easy, and meaningful as possible. FinPack is an effective educational tool. It 
teaches financial concepts through their application on individual farms” (KSU Farm 
Analyst Program). 
 
Excellence in Public Relations Theory 
The excellence in public relations theory was used as the theoretical basis for this study. James 
Grunig first analyzed public relations behavior in a 1976 study where he used a synchronic, 
meaning at one time, and diachronic, meaning at two times, communication model set up by 
Thayer (1968) to describe public relations (Grunig J. E., 1976).  Thayer’s idea was that 
synchronization would allow an organization to function as it always had while the public’s 
behavior would “synchronize” with the orgnanization. Diachronic communications, then, would 
be a two-way road in which both the public and the organization benefited (Thayer, 1968). 
Initially, Grunig measured how 216 organizations had used 16 various public relations materials 
(example: press releases). Using factor analysis, he classified each of the 16 activities as either 
synchronic or diachronic (Grunig J. E., 1976). The follow-up study by Schneider [aka L. Grunig] 
(1985), used Hage and Hall’s (1981) four types of organizations to further classify the 16 public 
relations activities. After the first two public relations behavior studies - the first study by Grunig 
(1976) and the second by Schneider [aka L. Grunig] (1985) - Grunig concluded that synchronic 
and diachronic were not the terms needed for this model. 
 
Because Grunig was dissatisfied with the terms synchronic and diachronic, he applied two new 
terms for public relations:  asymmetrical and symmetrical. This represented balance in 
communication and effects (Grunig J. E., 1984). Grunig and Hunt (1984) went on to identify the 
four models of public relations, which included: press agentry/publicity; public information; two-
way asymmetrical; and two-way symmetrical. These models were based on the historical 
evolution of public relations. The press agentry/publicity model was created in recognition of the 
the mid-19
th
 century press agents who Grunig and Hunt (1984) considered to be founders of true 
public relations practices. This model revolved around the use of propaganda. Those who 
practiced press agentry/publicity promoted their organization; however the information may have 
been faulty or provided incomplete information (Grunig & Hunt, 1984). Next, the public 
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information model was a response to journalists publishing negative stories about large 
corporations and government agencies at the beginning of the 20
th
 century. Organizational 
leaders recognized they needed on-staff journalists to create press handouts, which would display 
the organization in a positive light (Grunig J. E., 1984). Both the press agentry/publicity model 
and the public information model are based on one-way communication. It was not until World 
War I that public relations started to become based on behavioral and social sciences (Grunig & 
Grunig, 1992). This led to the development of the first two-way communication model - two-
way asymmetrical - because communication was now being based on science. Scientists were 
gathering information from the public, as well as returning information to them (Grunig & Hunt, 
1984). 
 
Then came the development of the two-way symmetrical model. Similar to the two-way 
asymmetrical model, the symmetrical model is based on research and science as it applies to 
public relations and communication (Grunig & Hunt, 1984). The symmetrical model focuses on 
understanding rather than persuading the public. The two-way model focuses on research as a 
solution for how and why the public feels the way they do (Grunig & Hunt, 1984). 
 
The four models of public relations can be considered both normative and positive theories; 
however once applied to the organization, most models exemplify a more normative tendancy 
(Grunig & Grunig, 1992). A normative theory provides guidance in order to solve a problem. 
This is different from the positive theories, which are designed to understand problems (Massy & 
Weitz, 1977). Grunig and Grunig (1992) stated “the theoretical relationship between the models 
of public relations and an organization’s environment and structure is more normative than 
positive” (p. 298). 
 
In an effort to develop a positive theory for public relations communications, Grunig and Grunig 
(1992) used the power-control theory to understand how an organization applies public relations. 
The power-control theory suggests an organization acts upon what the most powerful people 
within the organization choose to do. This is known as the dominant coalition. By using the idea 
of dominant coalition and applying it to the power-control theory, Grunig and Grunig (1992) said 
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“Three concepts seem to be important: the culture of the organization, the potential of the public 
relations department, and the schema for public relations in the organization,” (p. 298). 
Grunig and Grunig (1992) concluded “Essentially, this research shows that the two-way 
symmetrical model is the most ethical approach to public relations and that ethical public 
relations also is the model most effective in meeting organizational goals” (p. 308). 
Two-Way Symmetrical Model 
In order to better describe the public relations model, Grunig and Grunig (1992) believed it was 
important to review other theories (dispute resolution, negotiation, mediation, and conflict 
management) to determine how they apply to public relations. From the review, seven themes 
were developed to relate to public relations. 
 
The first theme is known as Interdependence and Relationships. The organization develops 
interdependence by building strong, long-term relationships. There is an importance for 
negotiation when conflict arises (Conrad, 1989; Fisher & Brown, 1988; Gray, 1989; Jandt, 1985; 
Keltner, 1987; Wilson & Putnam, 1990). Jandt (1985) indicates “the relationship is more 
important than the conflict” (p. 135).  
 
Conflict, Struggle, and Shared Mission is the next theme developed by Grunig and Grunig 
(1992). This theme recognizes disagreement is likely to happen. However, effectively 
communicating can help resolve the struggle (Fisher & Brown, 1988). It is important to continue 
working together through times of conflict to reach a common goal (Gray, 1989). 
 
Being open-minded, willing to understand, and having trust is the motive to the theme Openness, 
Trust, and Understanding. In order to successfully negotiate an idea, trust is needed; however, if 
the trust created comes from different motives it can lead to dispute (Wilson & Putnam, 1990). 
Gray (1989) added that when successfully negotiating, people must mean well. 
 
Grunig and Grunig  (1992) use the works of Gray (1989) and Wilson and Putnam (1990) to state 
“these definitions add up to a definition of collaboration as the process of negotiation” (p. 316).  
Wilson and Putnum (1990) had originally defined negotiation as the “process whereby two or 
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more parties who hold or believe they hold incompatible goals engage in a give-and-take 
interaction to reach a mutually accepted solution” (p. 375). These definitions are a part of the 
theme Key Concepts: Negotiation, Collaboration, and Mediation. 
 
Process and Strategies are depicted by the involvement of not only the organization but the 
public to use two-way symmetrical communication (Grunig & Grunig, 1992). Many strategies tie 
into the process. Using the work of Hance et al. (1988), Grunig and Grunig (1992) indicated 
technical details along with understanding the consumer will play a major role in the success of 
the two-way symmetrical communication model. This theme was described by Grunig and 
Grunig (1992) as the process of “earning trust and credibility, deciding when to release 
information, and interacting with the community” (p. 317).  
 
The power, which an organization possesses, can be the cause of the next theme: Limitations, 
Obstacles, and Effectiveness (Grunig & Grunig, 1992). Unequal power between organizations or 
between stakeholders can become threatening to those with less power, especially when there is 
collaboration (Gray, 1989). Gray believes it is important to evaluate the collaboration in order to 
measure its effectiveness. 
 
The final theme suggested by Grunig and Grunig (1992) is Mediated Two-Way Symmetrical 
Communication. In 1988 Hance suggested it is important to give people the information they 
need, regardless of whether they ask for it. Crediting Dervin’s (1984) sense-making approach, 
Grunig and Grunig (1992) stated “practicitioners do research to ask people what information 
they need to understand a situation or to make a decision – an approach that truly makes 
symmetrical communication two-way” (p. 320).  
 
The two-way symmetrical communication model, as part of the public relations excellence 
theory, has been used by researchers working with public organizations. The Kellogg 
Commission (1999), suggested that land grant universities, engaged in teaching, research, and 
extension, use two-way communication to improve connections with the community. 
Furthermore, Baker et al. (2011) suggested land grant institutions utilize two-way symmetrical 
communication to better understand the needs and interests of the communities they serve. This 
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may also be applied to service organizations related to agriculture, in which relating to 
consumers through the development of an understanding of their needs and wants will better 
serve the community. 
Branding and Marketing 
“A brand is a customer experience represented by a collection of images and ideas” (American 
Marketing Association, 2013). By creating awareness through branding, an organization can 
create a unique identity (Franzen & Moriarty, 2009). This identity becomes recognizable to 
organizations and to the public, and creates certainty in knowing the product or service that 
comes with a brand (de Chernatony, 2001).  
 
Brand salience is an important factor in effectively communicating with the public. Salience 
refers to familiarity of the brand in the public’s mind (Franzen & Moriarty, 2009). Romaniuk and 
Sharp (2004) state “A measure of brand salience should capture the extent to which a customer 
knows and thinks about a brand” (p. 337). Therefore, the more salient the brand is, the more 
recognizable it is in the consumer’s mind. Because the brand is more recognizable, it also allows 
the consumer to be certain the brand will be appropriate for a given situation (Romaniuk & 
Sharp, 2004). This can help eliminate uncertainty the consumer may have previously had with 
other brands (de Chernatony, 2001; Franzen & Moriarty, 2009; Keller & Lehmann, 2006; Tybout 
& Calkins, 2005). 
 
Branding also plays a key factor for public organizations (Keller & Lehmann, 2006). The 
livelihood of a public organization is dependent upon the value the public places on that 
organization’s services. Public value is the ability of a public organization to satisfy the general 
public, as the organization is providing a product or service that cannot be met by private 
organizations (Hoggett, 2006; Moore, 1995). Abrams et al. (2010) found increased brand 
familiarity and awareness can be created through communicating about the specifics of the brand 
(i.e., who they are and what they do). In addition to providing public value, public organizations 
should focus on building relationships, which can be made easier through branding (Whelan, 
Davies, Walsh, & Bourke, 2010).  
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Brand equity can be another source for maintaining public value. According to the American 
Marketing Association, brand equity is “the value of a brand. From a consumer perspective, 
brand equity is based on consumer attitudes about positive brand attributes and favorable 
consequences of brand use.”  When effective communication is utilized, the salience of brand 
equity will have a positive effect on consumers (Erdem & Swait, 1998; Raggio & Leone, 2007). 
 
In addition to creating a recognizable brand and public value, public organizations are adding 
marketing techniques.  Because of this, organizations should focus more on public relations 
(Walsh, 1994). Customer satisfaction and confidence becomes crucial in maintaining public 
services (Corbin, Kelley, & Schwartz, 2001).  Irani et al. (2006) supported the use of the two-
way symmetrical model as a part of the marketing strategy for public organizations. The 
participants in their study all viewed the Web as their primary source of information, and 
preferred to have interactive website design. “This finding provides support for the potential 
positive influence of a message strategy focused on a two-way communication approach, in 
which feedback from stakeholders helps shape the communication message strategy” (Irani et al., 
2006, para. 26).  
 
Verma and Burns (1995) found a need to increase marketing in the areas of mass 
communication, such as radio, newspaper, and television. They suggest although a mass 
communication message be delivered, it should be part of a grass-roots strategy for the service 
organization. Their study found it important that community members were easily able to 
identify a connection between the organization’s mass communication message and the 
organization’s local representation. Other private sector organizations use similar promotion 
campaigns, in which the importance of a bond between the mass message and local 
representation is stressed (Kotler, 1991). 
 
Social media provides a new avenue for marketing of service organizations. In 2012, 67% of 
Internet users used a social networking site (Duggan & Brenner, 2013). O’Neill, Zumwalt, and 
Bechman (2011) suggest beginning social media use with Facebook, Twitter, and/or YouTube. 
This study was conducted by an online service organization, eXtension. Additionally, other 
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service organization educators are encouraged to use free social media to increase their outreach 
(Kinsey, 2010).   
 
Another way of creating a unique brand image is the use of an umbrella brand. Umbrella 
branding is the process of applying one brand across the range of several different product 
categories. This creates the commonality and uniformity across brands (Keller, 2011). Upon the 
creation of an umbrella brand, organizations can partner with other brands, which would offer 
varying services. Keller (2011) explained this as “For example, ConAgra’s Healthy Choice 
family brand appears on a wide spectrum of food products, including packaged meats, soups, 
pasta sauces, breads, popcorn, and ice cream” (p. 371). This distinct line of products can be 
easily identified by consumers as having the same brand salience. Umbrella branding could 
become beneficial for a service organization, such as KAMS, to create additional new services. 
These services could operate under the same brand, creating a line of services offered by the 
organziation. 
Distress of the Farmer 
“Agriculture is farming, and farming is people” (Vanclay F. , 2004, p. 213). Therefore, in order 
to gain a true understanding of farming and the accompanying practices, an understanding of 
farmers and the families involved is necessary. To gain an understanding, one must not only look 
at farming as a technical or vocational practice, but as a socio-cultural practice as well (Vanclay 
F. , 2004). In order to better understand the ways of farming, the culture of farming should be 
understood (Kuehne, 2012). 
 
Farming is normally a family practice. Kuehne (2012) describes the farming tradition: 
Sometime during my high school years my parents gave me the choice as to whether I 
would become a farmer or not; but I felt that having spent all of my life on a farm, and 
being saturated with the farming culture from parents and friends from an early age, as 
well as being the fifth generation of an unbroken line of farmers, I had little choice but to 
continue the farming tradition (p. 204). 
 
Often times, because of the family farm tradition, a farm is operated by a two-generational farm 
family. This two-generational farm family involves having parents actively involved in farming 
alongside their adult children (Marotz-Baden, Hennon, & Brubaker, 1988; Rosenblatt & 
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Anderson, 1981; Weigel & Weigel, 1990). Parents typically do this in order to keep the family 
farm in the family. Parents will gradually give children increasing input in the farm with 
intentions of eventually transfering the whole farm to the children. This transition involves a mix 
of family and business, which can cause tremendous stress (Keating & Munro, 1989; Salamon & 
Markan, 1984). 
 
The transition of the family farm can be difficult for a variety of reasons. There is an overlap of 
economics, as the family farm is supporting two families (Christensen, 1959). The overlap 
between the two-generations, as well as the business can also be challenging. This overlap can 
cause various business disagreements which can be hard to separate from family issues (Ballard-
Reisch & Weigel, 1991). The following figure from Ballard-Reisch and Weigel (1991, p. 226) 
illustrates this overlap: 
 
Figure 2.1 – The Nested Nature of the Two-Generation Farm Family 
 
Transitioning the family farm through this two-generational approach is difficult.   The older 
generation may struggle to hand over the decision making for the farm business, while the 
younger generation seeks to gain respect and responsibility (Rosenblatt & Anderson, 1981). 
Russell et al. (1985) summarized the findings as: “Professionals such as attorneys, farm 
management organizations, and estate planners need to be aware that critical psychosocial 
transitions are occurring within the farm family at the same time that economic transitions are 
occurring within the farm business” (p. 374). Therefore, recognizing the sensitive nature of the 
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transfer of the family farm is imperative to the success of professionals working with the farm 
family (Russell, et al., 1985). 
 
Outside of agriculture, the transition period for family business has also been studied. It has been 
identified as a difficult process (Handler & Kram, 1988) and may be considered the key issue in 
managing the family business (Ayers, 1990; Lane 1989). Sharma, Chrisman, and Chau (1997), 
suggest further research in strategically addressing the productivity and profitability of the family 
business through a management-based lens. 
 
The stress associated with the transition period is often amplified because of the business and 
economics involved (Ballard-Reisch & Weigel, 1991; Russell, et al., 1985). Additionally, rough 
economic times, such as the farm crisis of the 1980s, can be an added stress to a farm family. 
The Farmers Assistance, Counseling, and Training Service (FACTS) program of the 1980s 
established a toll-free hotline to discuss issues farmers were experiencing and discovered the 
stress farmers experience: 
Prior to starting the hotline, all pertinent research suggested that this economic crisis was 
a young farmer’s problem and the farms involved would be smaller. Also it was 
suggested that since farmers are such a stoic lot that a significant proportion of all calls 
would be farm wives wanting to discuss family problems. 
 
To date however, the reverse of all the preconceptions has been much more the case as 
can be seen by the statistics. Seventy five percent of our callers are male, averaging 49 
years of age, who have been farming an average size farm of 1145 acres for 25 years. 
 
Ortega et al. (1994) found psychological symptoms and depression occurred more often due to a 
direct link with the 1980s farm crisis. In addition to individualized mental health disorders, 
Ortega et al. (1994) stated “the economic context of community of residence, community social 
structures, or urban/rural cultural differences also may have effects on mental health beyond their 
relationships to the perceived economic situation of the household” (p. 614). The researchers 
therefore indicate that help is needed for individuals and communities alike. Thus, it is important 
to consider the well-being of individuals, families, and family farms when they are facing 
stressful times such as transitioning or financial and legal distress. Currently, the USDA funded 
program used for the purposes of this study does not offer counseling services. 
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Summary 
Working with Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services (KAMS) to address the needs of 
agricultural producers in financial and legal distress, as well as how to effectively market of 
those services, is the center of this study. Through the guidance of the excellence in public 
relations theory and the two-way symmetrical communication model, KAMS can appropriately 
develop communication strategies. Furthermore, branding and marketing of public service 
organizations is important for identifying strategies to reach the public. Upon identifying with 
the appropriate audience, KAMS should be able to effictively develop new services and market 
them to agricultural producers.
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Chapter 3 - Methodology 
A review of the literature shows the importance of creating a branding strategy for public 
organizations. Creating a positive lasting image in the public’s mind is crucial to success of 
public organizations (Whelan et al., 2010). Although the importance of informing the public 
about the services offered is well understood, developing a brand identity and marketing it to 
agricultural producers is a challenge. The purpose of this study was to identify the needs of 
agricultural producers in relation to financial and legal matters at a local level in order to gain 
knowledge of the perceived agricultural services needed in local communities. Furthermore, the 
purpose of this study was to develop marketing and branding techniques for organizations 
providing these services. The information was gathered through the utilization of focus groups 
across Kansas. 
 
After reviewing the literature, the following research questions were developed: 
 RQ1:  What services, identified by local producers, are needed in local 
communities across Kansas to assist producers in times of financial and legal 
distress? 
 RQ2:  What are the perceptions of the Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services 
(KAMS)? 
 RQ3:  What brand attributes, names, and taglines would appeal to producers for 
an organization addressing their financial and legal distress? 
 RQ4:  How can organizations effectively market financial and legal services to 
producers? 
Design of the Study 
This was a qualitative study utilizing focus group methodology to gain a better understanding of 
the services needed by Kansas agricultural producers and to determine how producers prefer to 
learn about services offered during times of distress. Because qualitative studies are desired for 
gathering information in great detail, it was viewed as an appropriate method to measure the 
research questions of this study. The gathering of this deep information can lead to further 
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studies focusing on the details gathered. Because the researchers are the instrument used in 
qualitative studies, they are better able to accommodate the discussions being driven by focus 
group participants (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). For the purposes of this study, focus groups were the 
best avenue to gather in-depth information about a specific population. 
 
Focus groups are useful as they elicit conversations between participants and bring forth detailed 
and in-depth information. Participants apply their unique experiences and beliefs to the topics at 
hand which can offer a wide array of avenues for the conversation (Morgan, 1998). According to 
Morgan (1998), “focus groups draw on three of the fundamental strengths that are shared by all 
qualitative methods: (1) exploration and discovery, (2) context and depth, and (3) interpretation” 
(p. 12). Through focus groups, participants can build on each other’s statements, or contrast what 
the other is saying (Morgan, 1998).  Moderators can assist by being flexible. The moderator must 
be able to recognize the direction of a conversation and whether it will be beneficial to the end 
goal or not (Krueger, 1998). Focus groups are a method of data collection that allow information 
to be gathered and understood (Morgan, 1998). 
Screening Process and Subject Selection 
This study was approved by Kansas State University’s Institutional Review Board (appendix A). 
A series of six focus groups were conducted at three different locations across the state of 
Kansas. All sessions were conducted between April 2 and 4, 2013. At each location, two focus 
groups were held. The locations were selected because of their geographic representation of the 
state of Kansas. The following are the locations for focus groups:  
 Altamont, southeast Kansas 
 Dodge City, southwest Kansas 
 Beloit, north central Kansas  
 
The hope was to gain a uniform representation from all farmers across Kansas. At each location, 
one focus group had participants who were knowledgeable or were familiar with the 
organization, Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services (KAMS), while the other group comprised 
of general community members involved in production agriculture unfamiliar with the 
organization. These groups are referred to as the familiar group and the unfamiliar group. 
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Individuals in the unfamiliar groups were asked to participate in the focus groups by someone 
familiar with the area, generally a local extension agent. The local extension agents were able to 
identify agricultural producers within their area that were unfamiliar with KAMS, while KAMS 
employees identified individuals who had previously used their services or were familiar with 
the organization. Therefore, focus groups were recruited by extension agents in local areas, as 
well as KAMS employees.  
 
This sampling technique is known as purposive sampling, which is used to select individuals and 
locations because they have an understanding of the research problem or basis of the study 
(Creswell, 2007). In this situation, those not having an understanding of the organization being 
studied were also targeted in order to identify additional needs in the area that were not being 
met by the existing organization. 
 
Each focus group had between three and eleven participants, although Morgan (1998) suggests 
having six to eight participants as the optimal size. The following represents each focus group: 
 Altamont, unfamiliar group – Conducted April 2, 2013, three participants 
 Altamont, familiar group – Conducted April 3, 2013, eleven participants 
 Dodge City, unfamiliar group – Conducted April 3, 2013, seven participants 
 Dodge City, familiar group – Conducted April 4, 2013, ten participants 
 Beloit, unfamiliar group – Conducted April 4, 2013, seven participants 
 Beloit, familiar group – Conducted April 4, 2013, six participants 
 
“Some people prefer to conduct mini-groups with 3 to 6 people as they believe the smaller 
number of participants will provide for greater in depth discussion,” (FAQS [Frequently Asked 
Questions] about Focus Groups, 2008, para. 12). In the analysis process, the group with only 
three participants mirrored the findings of other unfamiliar groups, as such the researchers 
determined it was appropriate to include the smaller group in analysis. 
 
Focus group participants were all adults over the age of 18. Different generations existed, with 
some participants being retired, while others were early in their careers’.  
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Focus group demographics are presented in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 – Demographics of Focus Groups 
Gender A B A B A B
Female 2 2 2 3 1 4
Male 9 1 4 4 9 3
Total 11 3 6 7 10 7
Altamont Beloit Dodge City
Location
Note. Group A represents the familiar groups while group B represents 
the unfamiliar groups at each location. All participants were caucasion.  
Philosophical Assumptions and Biases 
The researchers viewed this study through an ontological and methodological lens. The 
ontological lens allowed the researchers to view reality through the lens of the participants, as 
reality is subjective. As such, the researchers used quotes and themes in words voiced by 
participants (Creswell, 2007). The methodological lens allowed the researchers to approach the 
research with logic and allow the design and context of the study to emerge based on experiences 
in the field (Creswell, 2007). The researchers were external to the organization and not members 
of the population of study which allowed for an unbiased approach to the study. 
Procedure 
The days of April 2-4, 2013, researchers led six focus groups throughout various locations across 
Kansas. A total of 44 participants from across the state were involved, with groups ranging in 
size from three to eleven. Because of the variability in group sizes at different locations, 27 out 
of the 44 participants were familiar with the organization, while 17 out of the 44 were unfamiliar 
with the organization. Each session lasted approximately one hour and the moderator followed 
standard focus group procedures and used a moderator’s guide to maintain consistency in 
questions throughout the groups (Krueger, 1998). 
 
Each focus group began with the participants signing an acknowledgement/participation form. 
Following that, the formal session began with the introduction of the moderator, along with brief 
instructions and purpose of the focus group. Each participant was then asked to give a general 
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self-introduction to encourage comfort within the group. To begin the formal questioning, the 
group was asked to give their knowledge and experience with KAMS. After their personal 
definition of KAMS, the moderator gave a formal definition of the organization so every 
participant was exposed to the same description. The following is the definition projected on a 
screen and read during each focus group (Appendix B): 
The following is a brief summary of the KAMS program: 
 
The Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services (KAMS) is a confidential resource that 
helps producers with financial and legal questions. A toll-free hotline, 1-800-321-FARM 
(3276), gives immediate confidential and free access to a professional staff for referrals to 
various services, including: mediation opportunities, financial counseling and legal 
assistance. Specifically a KAMS staff attorney is available to visit about ag related 
concerns. 
 
The program’s goal is to help resolve difficult situations using mediation, a voluntary 
confidential process using a neutral third party to help parties identify concerns and 
explore options and solutions. 
 
KAMS, in conjunction with the K-State Farm Analyst Program, offers farm financial 
analysis through use of the FinPak computer software program. Through an agreement 
with Kansas Legal Services direct legal representation to Kansas farmers and ranchers [is 
available] on a reduced fee basis depending on the producer’s level of income. 
 
Administered by K-State Research and Extension the program is available to Kansas 
farmers, ranchers and the ag community. All calls to KAMS are free and all information 
shared is confidential.  
 
Following this was a discussion regarding the needs of the participants and their communities, 
and what they viewed as necessary and valued. Upon identifying the needs of the participants, a 
list of proposed services not currently being offered under the USDA grant was posted on a 
screen. This led to the discussion of the proposed services not currently being offered and how 
the participants felt about each. The following is the list displayed by the researchers during each 
focus group (Appendix B): 
 Increase overall awareness of available resources and assistance available from unit 
 A central place to call for agricultural information 
 Pro-active, strategic planning assistance for farmers, ranchers and agricultural 
businesses not experiencing financial distress (e.g., loan denial, loan restructure) 
 Family farm transition planning  
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 Family farm mediations. Including, but not limited to, communication or 
management issues; dissolution of partnerships; family estate trust problems; division 
of property among heirs; and, conflict regarding transition of the farm. 
 Landlord/tenant disputes 
 Assistance with leases, boundary line disputes, or other situations not directly related 
to the financial feasibility of the operation 
 Beginning farmer and veterans seeking to return/enter into farming issues 
 Staff attorney available to assist with general agricultural related legal and financial 
questions 
 Trainings for mediators interested in being trained as agricultural mediators 
 Conducting additional workshops, trainings or seminars  
 
After identifying the needs of the participants and their communities, discussion about 
developing a new name and tagline began. Participants were first asked to develop a new name 
for an umbrella brand, which is important to KAMS as it would open doors to offer new services 
needed by producers that currently cannot be offered due to the USDA grant which funds 
KAMS. After the groups developed their own ideas, they were shown a short list of 
predetermined names. They were then asked to decide if they liked the one the group developed 
or a predetermined name better. The following is the list of predetermined names projected on a 
screen: 
 Strategic Farm Planning Center 
 Kansas Ag Resource Center 
 Ag Connections for Kansas 
 
Similar to the development of names for an umbrella brand, the groups were asked to develop a 
tagline. After discussion and creating their own tagline, groups were shown a list of 
predetermined taglines, and asked to decide if they liked the tagline they created or a 
predetermined on better. The following is the list of the predetermined taglines projected on the 
screen: 
 “Managing for the future” 
 “Connecting people with resources” 
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Each focus group identified their top choice for a name and a tagline. These choices were added 
to the predetermined lists so every group had exposure to what the population deemed a top 
choice. 
 
The final topic discussed was marketing ideas and what avenues participants viewed as best 
suited to receive information about available services. After identifying the marketing needs, the 
focus groups concluded with any final thoughts and remaining comments. 
Data Collection and Analysis 
The focus group sessions were recorded via field notes and audio recorders. Throughout the 
discussion, an assistant moderator took detailed notes. After all the focus groups were analyzed, 
audio recordings were transcribed by an outside party. In the meantime, a small presentation of 
the findings based on field notes and the researchers’ experience was conducted with a small 
group of people with knowledge of KAMS. Following transcription, transcripts were imported 
into Weft QDA software to be analyzed. Glaser’s (1965) constant comparative method was used 
during analysis. This method involves identifying the category to which each incident belongs, 
comparing each incident to those prior;  identifying similarities between incidents and 
categorizing them; setting boundaries for the categorizes; and writing theory. Writing theory 
involves describing how the participants responded using an overarching theme, and then using 
research objectives to organize those.  
 
Rigor in qualitative research can be described by credibility, transferability, dependability, and 
confirmability (Ary, Jacobs, & Sorenson, 2010). To ensure credibility the researchers used 
verbatim transcrips, allowing for direct quotes to be used to maintain accuracy, maintaining the 
fullness of information, easing the participants by using ice breaker questions, and allowing the 
participants to validate one another’s statements (Bloor, Frankland, Thomas, & and Robson, 
2001; Flick, 2006; Krueger, 1998; LeCompte & Goetz, 1982). The information gathered through 
this research could be representative of similar populations of agricultural producers throughout 
other states. Maintaining transferability is addressed by giving detailed descriptions of the 
participants’ responses (Creswell, 2007). Dependability was accomplished by having one 
researcher analyze transripts while an alternate researcher, who was present for all focus groups, 
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reviewed the analysis for validity and confirmability. Finally, confirmability occurred through 
the use of transcripts rather than just field notes. Also, the findings were presented to a small 
group of people involved with the organization before final analysis (Ary et al., 2010). 
Summary of Methodology 
Researchers used six focus groups across the state of Kansas with a split group of participants. 
Half of the focus group participants were familiar with KAMS while the other half was 
unfamiliar with KAMS. Each session was recorded using field notes and audio. Data analysis 
looked for common themes and similarities between focus groups by using Glaser’s (1965) 
constant comparative method.  
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Chapter 4 - Results 
The findings from the six focus groups designed to identify the needs of agricultural producers 
related to financial and legal matters will be presented in this chapter.  
  
The following research questions were developed to guide this study: 
 RQ1:  What services, identified by local producers, are needed in local 
communities across Kansas to assist producers in times of financial and legal 
distress? 
 RQ2:  What are the perceptions of the Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services 
(KAMS)? 
 RQ3:  What brand attributes, names, and taglines would appeal to producers for 
an organization addressing their financial and legal distress? 
 RQ4:  How can organizations effectively market financial and legal services to 
producers? 
 
Results from this study are presented in the order of the research questions. The results are based 
on the participants’ discussion. The focus groups were conducted at three different locations. 
Locations were selected based on their geographic representation of the state of Kansas. These 
locations included: 
 Altamont, southeast Kansas 
 Dodge City, southwest Kansas 
 Beloit, north central Kansas  
RQ1: Services Needed in Local Communities 
To gather needed information for RQ1, “what services are needed in local communities across 
Kansas to assist producers with financial and legal distress,” focus group participants were asked 
what services they saw as necessary in their local communities. The major themes were family 
farm transition planning, marketing, and promotion of KAMS and the services currently offered. 
Participants also valued the financial assistance currently offered by KAMS and felt the program 
should continue. The following paragraphs offer a detailed account of these themes. 
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Family farm transition planning. All six focus groups mentioned the need for family farm 
transition planning (or estate planning). Four groups brought this subject up prior to the 
moderator mentioning it. Although all groups touched on the topic, the groups familiar with 
KAMS mentioned this more confidently as a problem. Participants in several of the groups stated 
there was a need for legal assistance in relation to family farm transition planning. Another 
concern expressed in relation to family farm transition planning was the average age of the 
farmer. Participants also mentioned compiling a directory of who in their local areas could help 
with family farm transition planning. The following are quotes from various focus group 
participants.  
 
A participant from Altamont’s unfamiliar group expressed a lack of legal assistance in the area 
for farmers, saying “I don’t even know if a farmer wants to work on a transition plan; I don’t 
know that we have very much legal assistance in our area that I could go to.” 
 
Other participants in Beloit’s unfamiliar group expressed a need for legal assistance: 
“I think that is really a huge one, succession planning, getting advice.” 
“Do they assist with like estates and trusts or wills and things like that for the farms?” 
 
Participants from the familiar group at Beloit stated how mediation could play a role in family 
farm transition planning: 
We also kind of touched on earlier, the young farmer deal. There’s probably a need there, 
right now it’s in a lot of organizations. And it’s a popular deal, and if we don’t do 
something here in rural America to get younger people out there, median age is just sky 
rocketing. 
 
A participant went on to express how this need would affect him/her directly. 
 
But from my stand point, family transition planning is a big issue because there gives up 
being a lot of animosity and a lot of lost farms because of that. And I really think it’s in a 
way it’s mediation, it’s just you know, family mediation that, you know an outside source 
that can sit down, a family and say, now here is something logical. 
 
A participant from the Beloit unfamiliar group commented on family farm transition planning in 
relation to the average age of the farmer: 
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Well, there is also the issue of transfer from one generation to the next generation and all 
the aspects that are involved in terms of farm ownership, farm management. That’s 
certainly a big issue, I think in our area because our farmers are always getting older. And 
it’s very, you know, just to look in our township, there are no young farmers. You know, 
so it’s an issue for most of our farmers. 
 
Conversation from participants from Dodge City’s unfamiliar group tied in both the legal matters 
of family farm transition planning and the average age of the farmer, stating: 
I don’t know if they are applicable or not, but there is a, I think we have questions thrown 
out, of estate planning and also with insurance. 
 
I will add on to his, estate planning with some of the generation is getting older as far as 
passing down the family farms and the tax implications and that kind of thing, we will 
[need] counseling or legal advice on that subject.  
 
A participant from Dodge City’s familiar group summarized the need for their community: 
You know the thing I think is on the forefront with us right now and their future concern 
is passing down kind of the reforms. And there [are] a lot of big name people who have 
written about that, but in our experience with the people who farm for us, we were seeing 
more of that recurring situation. And a lot of it can be resolved by proper counseling with 
attorneys; and but there will be problems because they are already benefiting, have been 
problems on the farm transitioning with the, especially with the spouse not understanding 
that situation and sometimes, a child not understanding. You know the classic example is 
a dad standing on a hill looking over the farms and saying, “son, someday this will be 
your ground.” The son is thinking of being in a couple of months and dad is thinking of 
about 15-20 years, and there is that misunderstanding that takes place and these will be 
resolved sometimes. And a lot of times, when they come to you, mostly the resolution of 
that problem is become a very serious problem. And you have to be careful in dealing 
with it, but more kids, sons and daughters are coming back from college and wanting to 
farm. And sometimes you go into a private enterprise for a few years and then come back 
to farm. And often talk about how much money it takes to do that, a lot of people don’t 
really understand that. And I think it’s really important that they have that resource where 
they can, if it does come to mediation, that they can go to. 
 
Marketing and promotion of KAMS. Another major theme taken from the focus groups was 
the marketing and promotion of KAMS. Groups mentioned the need to spread the word about 
what services the organization already provides. These data are being presented under “services 
needed” because that is when groups conveyed this need. Participants saw the need for 
marketing and promotion of the existing services being as important as the services themselves. 
Groups brought up the need for KAMS to become more visible in the community prior to being 
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asked about what marketing techniques KAMS should use. Participants felt there was disconnect 
between information about KAMS and their communities.  
 
A participant from Beloit’s familiar group expressed the need for their community to know about 
KAMS: 
I think that is a good point. How do people know that the mediation service is available, 
you know I know how they get it from us if we tell them that information that is out in 
the public I’m sure it lingers getting that information out but for just over this, do they 
know that mediation is even available?  I’m not sure if advertising or getting the word out 
there will little bit more, I don’t know but. 
 
A male participant from Altamont’s familiar group expressed the need for more visibility of the 
organization: 
My question would be, where do they advertise?  I mean where do they, I don’t know if I 
see it. Maybe I missed it. Are they in like the Kansas Farmer?  Or do they have a 
website?  I think sometimes maybe you know, I was asked, “Well how can we better our 
services?” . . . And in today’s world, it seems like everything is so instantaneous. We got 
Internet and all that. I really don’t have their website. If there’s a website, but for me, I 
would be more to know and look forward to other farmers, and I guess I could be 
somebody that could say “Hey, if you’re having an issue here, look up this website.”  It is 
almost like it needs to be published, you know maybe go out in the local papers once in a 
while or something that could be, like the Internet but there’s a lot of people that aren’t 
messing with the Internet you know. I don’t know if a lot of people are aware that this 
exists. So my thing on that would be how can KAMS advertise more so that the general 
agricultural community notice that service is there. 
 
A participant from Dodge City’s unfamiliar group expressed similar concerns: 
I think the biggest one is just promoting, it’s being, and I am the farm, you know I am a 
board member of the Farm Bureau and I said this about K-State Research and Extension, 
I have said it about Farm Bureau, we just don’t get our message out, on what we offer. 
But yeah, you have got the other companies that have advertising dollars that  maybe not 
so upfront and honest with, what they are handling, doing the advertising, trying to pull 
people in, you know that may not be in the services. But I think we need to promote it. 
 
Financial assistance. Focus group participants believed financial assistance was a necessary 
service in their communities and KAMS should continue offering it. Participants valued different 
aspects of financial assistance, such as filling out financial paperwork, working with the Farm 
Analyst Program, and preparing for an economic financial crisis. When asked what participants 
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felt would be a major issue in the future or an on-going issue, a participant stated “Well I can say 
financial issues.” 
 
A participant from Altamont’s unfamiliar group stated the need for help with financial 
paperwork: 
And another thing that I see and I think it would be very beneficial is someone to help 
you to fill out financial paperwork, if for a loan or initially getting things, often get things 
put together and take to the accountant instead of just taking in a box of receipts, but I 
know a lot of people do because they all bring the same box to me. And, so I think there 
is a definite need. 
 
A participant from Beloit’s familiar group said “Well, the Farm Analyst Program is and has been 
for a long time under-funded. And that is really a program that I wish that they can find more 
funding for.” 
 
A participant from Dodge City’s familiar group expressed a concern for planning for an 
economic crisis: 
[Name removed] makes a really good point and I am thinking about that, the people we 
dealt with in the 80s are going to be completely, they were completely different than the 
farmer we are going to deal with when the next one happens. Because I saw people who 
couldn't even fill out a cash form or a financial statement.  
 
. . . But what are we going to see, the farms are going to be the next time, when they see a 
big crunch. We are not going to see people, with the kind of debt that we had in the 80s 
you know, the big problem is the high interest rate, because that doesn’t exist now. We 
were just talking about, but what is going to be the situation, a big crisis.  
  
But then again and it will, and I think KAMS has to anticipate what that’s going to be, 
there are people with greater mind than mine, they can kind of anticipate some of that. 
That's what you have to be looking here, where is it going to be and how bad is it going 
to be and who are the people that will be involved in it.  
RQ2: Perceptions of KAMS 
To address RQ2, “what are the perceptions of the existing KAMS organization,” participants 
were asked what they knew about KAMS and about any previous experiences they had with 
KAMS. Focus group participants familiar with KAMS had positive things to say about the 
organization, the services offered, and current employees. Focus group participants unfamiliar 
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with KAMS saw the services offered as necessary and saw potential usefulness for their 
communities.  
 
Familiar groups. All three focus groups familiar with KAMS valued the organization, the 
services offered, and the organization’s employees. Participants viewed KAMS as a necessary 
and useful organization.  
 
A participant from Altamont’s familiar group stated, “I have been involved with the mediation 
service since the 80s and I wouldn’t be here today as a farmer if it wasn’t for their service.”  
 
He/she also said “And they helped me save that farm from being taken. And so, emotionally I 
have a lot of good, positive feelings about what the mediation service has done.”  
 
Another participant from Altamont’s familiar group expressed the relief mediation can bring: 
We could not get anything settled, and finally the result to bring in a mediator, and I 
don’t understand why they can bring in mediators and bring in other people and settle it 
in five minutes when you couldn’t settle with an adjustor. . .  
 
A participant from Dodge City’s familiar group appreciated the confidentiality of the 
organization. He/she expressed this as: 
I worked for them when I was college and then I, as an extension agent, I refer several 
different issues to them, as people have come into my office and usually give them the -- 
you know referring them on, give some of the confidentiality in the resources they need 
to resolve those problems without making it everybody’s business in the county, 
particularly if it’s a smaller county.  
 
A participant from Dodge City’s familiar group expressed his/her concern with the lack of 
visibility of the organization. 
And KAMS is just, it needs to be and I don’t know how you do this, but they need to be 
more familiar in the agricultural community. And a lot of times, I have mentioned to 
people that, they don’t know anything about it. They remember the old farm FACTS and 
from the 80s, but they are not as familiar with the KAMS. So it needs to be out in the 
community and make this service available to them.  
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Unfamiliar groups. Focus group participants unfamiliar with KAMS had generally positive 
things to say about the services KAMS offered. They saw a need in local communities for the 
current services KAMS offered, as well as additional services. 
 
A participant from Altamont’s unfamiliar group thought connecting people with services was 
important: 
I haven’t had the opportunity to use it, but I’d really like to, thought of having someone 
to go to and maybe help out someone as far as getting in touch with AgrAbility or other 
resources out there that I don’t know about, they’re great resource to direct people to. 
 
A participant from Beloit’s unfamiliar group thought the connection of producers to legal 
counsel was important: 
. . . I think could be a good tool for producers cause sometimes it’s just a matter of 
clarification that they need or education on the matter. So if this is a tool free way of 
receiving the legal counsel for free and not have to take it a step further. If that’s all it 
takes it’s further education on this issue of it maybe so. 
 
Another participant from Beloit’s unfamiliar group also saw value in the services KAMS offers 
saying “. . . I would never want to take away services that we can give producers, the problem 
becomes funding and being able to do those functions.” 
RQ3: Branding of KAMS 
To gather information for RQ3, what brand attributes, names, and taglines would appeal to 
producers for an organization addressing their financial and legal distresses, focus group 
participants were asked, unaided, about an appropriate name for a new umbrella brand. Those 
unaided suggestions were not consistent across groups and thus are not reported here. Next, 
participants were asked about their feelings toward pre-selected umbrella brand names and if 
they preferred a previously developed name over a name their focus group developed.  
 
Brand names. The predetermined umbrella brand names developed by KAMS staff were: 
 Strategic Farm Planning Center 
 Kansas Ag Resource Center 
 Ag Connections for Kansas 
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The most common suggestion for an umbrella brand name was a form of “Kansas Ag Resource 
Center.” “Kansas Ag Resource Center,” or a name closely related, was preferred by three groups. 
Other groups had varying suggestions for brand names, such as “Kansas Ag Planning,” “Farm 
Planning Center,” and “Ag Help.” 
 
A participant from Altamont’s familiar group said, “I like the ag resources.” 
 
A participant from Beloit’s unfamiliar group said “I like the second one myself,” referring to the 
second bullet point of “Kansas Ag Resource Center.” 
 
A participant from Dodge City’s familiar group said: 
I am thinking, it’s working, but the closest one that would be, you know their ag resource 
center, but the resources could be looked at several different ways. Resources could be 
money, resources could be, you have employees that or people that you could, they could 
call to have come in and work for them, you know human resources, financial resources, 
lots of different things that they are probably going to provide that people would be 
calling and asking for.  
 
Taglines for the brand. Similar to the development of names for an umbrella brand, the groups 
were asked to develop a tagline. After discussion and creating their own tagline, groups were 
shown a list of predetermined taglines, and asked to decide if they liked the tagline they created 
or a predetermined one better. The following are the predetermined taglines: 
 “Managing for the future” 
 “Connecting people with resources” 
 
Suggestions for the tagline were split between the groups. The groups familiar with KAMS 
tended to like the term “supporting” to create a tagline such as “Supporting Kansas Ag,” while 
the unfamiliar groups preferred the term “connecting.” All three unfamiliar groups agreed on 
“Connecting people with ag resources.” The unfamiliar group from Dodge City added more, 
developing the tagline “Connecting people with ag resources for a strong future.” 
 
A participant from Beloit preferred “connecting” by stating “So if you say connecting people 
with ag resources for a strong future.” 
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A participant from Dodge City’s familiar group expressed preference for the term “supporting” 
by saying “The supporting Kansas caught my eye, but you need to personalize that, you need to 
do it, but supporting people in Kansas agriculture.”  
 
Brand attributes. Participants from different locations had strong feelings about certain 
attributes of the new brand. For instance, some participants felt the term “mediation” was 
negative and meant someone was going to be in trouble. Participants were mixed on brand 
attributes, but the feelings expressed by participants about specific brand attributes are included 
here to offer insight into producers’ feelings.  
 
Mediation. A participant from Dodge City’s familiar group said the “pride” many farmers 
experience about their profession, and how that correlates with his personal negative feelings 
toward the term mediation: 
I think so often, I mean mediation, the term mediation, it always has, it seems like it has a 
negative connotation, I guess a negative meaning or so when people bring it up. And so 
often I mean you hit it on the transition phases and all. And so often people try to work 
through that on their own. And they don't realize that, I mean mediation could really be a 
benefit to them . . . not have a negative impact on things.  
 
But, I mean, especially you get into the ag community, they are proud people. So they try 
to work through things on their own as much as they can. Sometimes you can do that, 
sometimes you can't. So, I think this is kind of improving public awareness of what 
mediation is and that it's not necessarily a bad thing. But sometimes you just have a little 
help is outside of the viewpoint, so.  
 
A participant from Altamont’s familiar group expressed fear of the term “mediation” as well 
saying “That mediation thing scared me to death. I thought I was in trouble and we were. . .” 
 
Another participant from Altamont’s familiar group expressed the confusion with the term 
“mediation” saying “Mediation . . . I don’t think that people understand what that is.” 
 
Assistance. A participant from Dodge City’s unfamiliar group expressed concerns about using 
the term “assistance,” saying: 
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Really connecting, but instead of assistance and it just happened, when you said that, 
people were kind of proud, they don’t want to ask for help. So if you say “Connecting 
People with Ag Resources for a Strong Future”.  
 
A participant from Dodge City’s familiar group stated “. . . But somehow in there, I think we 
need to have like assistance in there.” 
 
Support. A few groups liked including the word “support” in either the umbrella brand name or 
in the tagline. 
 
A participant from Altamont’s familiar group summarized “You know we really like the word 
support.” 
 
A participant from Beloit’s familiar group stated “Okay maybe we like the word support.” 
 
Free. Participants in a few groups also expressed concerns with KAMS and the new organization 
using or promoting the word “free.” Some participants felt that because a service was being 
offered free of charge, it would lack the quality of a service. 
 
A participant from Altamont’s familiar group expressed concerns about the term “free,” saying “. 
. . And as far as free, sometimes free isn’t as good as you have to pay for something. . .” 
 
A participant from Dodge City’s unfamiliar group expressed concerns about KAMS offering free 
services: 
I would rather deal with an attorney and pay him a fair fee for doing good work for me as 
not or accountant, where my need is. But I mean you are going to expand this, doing this 
for free, then you are in a position of competing with private enterprise with government 
tax dollars. And I have a problem with that. 
 
Other key words. The following are some examples of the feelings expressed by group 
participants about various words. 
 
Conversation from Altamont’s familiar group implies the word “resource” would be good to 
include in branding with the following conversation: 
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“The resource center gives you the impression that they have multiple things that are 
available. It’s just my thought.” 
“And maybe that’s a positive?” asks the researcher. 
“Very positive.” 
 
A participant from Dodge City’s familiar group did not want to include the word “resources” but 
did like the idea of including the word “future,” saying: 
I like the first one is all right I guess. I mean the resources is so vague to me. I think there 
is so little focus on being proactive in the future planning. And whoever, what dad 
recommends is going to be seen biased to the son and whatever the son recommends, is 
going to seem biased to the dad and we talked succession planning. The dad thinks you 
want him to die and you know and it’s, you know the kid just wants to know what's the 
plan and so, I don’t know, future always just sounds more, like you are on top of it, is 
that, but not now.  
RQ4: Marketing Services 
To address RQ4, “how can organizations effectively market services offered to producers related 
to financial and legal distress,” participants were asked about the most appropriate place to 
promote the services KAMS, and the new umbrella organization, offer.  Five of six focus groups 
brought up the use of social media marketing, the need for an organizational representative as a 
face for the community, as well as collaboration with extension. Radio served as a secondary 
marketing tool being suggested by four out of six focus groups. Furthermore, the groups familiar 
with KAMS suggested collaboration with Farm Service Agency (FSA). 
 
Other marketing opportunities for KAMS discussed by three of the six focus groups were 
newspapers advertisement, newsletter/pamphlets/informational handouts, magazine 
advertisement, website and search engine optimization, and advertisements at local agricultural-
based stores, such as cooperatives or feed stores. 
 
Social media marketing. Social media marketing was suggested by five of the six focus groups. 
Even though some participants were not active users of social media outlets, they thought there 
would be potential for KAMS, and the new umbrella organization, to reach a younger generation 
of users, through Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. 
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Conversation from the Altamont unfamiliar group discussed social media use: 
“For the next generation that’s the time that your tractors run auto steer when you’re 
getting caught up on Facebook,”  
“Facebook, Twitter, and I guess media okay.”  
“Social media.” 
 
A participant from the group familiar with KAMS at Altamont stated, “But I mean Facebook is 
one avenue that we use as far as just communicating back and forth.” 
 
A participant from Beloit’s familiar group expressed the concept of building an online presence 
to build visibility of the organization: 
. . . You know with different types of methods like you said in the social media, the 
YouTube videos, the Peterson brothers and their things like that, that are entertaining as 
well as informational and this probably will be something you know that is what they are 
trying to accomplish. And so to be able to promote something like that would probably be 
something that for the day will have a little bit more variety I guess in that sense not 
huge. But in the circles that we are wanting to connect with they do have, I think some 
ability to get a message across from different fields.  
 
A participant from the familiar group at Dodge City expressed the change in technology as: 
Well I think even with the population, the changing population and technology websites 
and Facebook's pages even are, I mean are going to be huge. I have more producers that 
send me texts and emails and stuff like that, than I do get phone calls. 
 
Organizational representative. When discussing marketing needs, five of the six focus groups 
expressed a need for an organizational representative that is active throughout the state. This 
conclusion was drawn by the researchers through participants’ discussion of the need for 
meetings, conferences, workshops, and trade shows, all of which require a representative.  
 
A participant from Altamont’s familiar group referred to KAMS being present at conferences: 
You see we’ve been doing this “Women in Ag” conference every year and it’s been our 
fifth year and the women are really, the women, they’re more likely to ask for help. 
They’re more likely to go seek out help. If they come to that, they really like the 
programs that we’ve had, to have the lease, that type of thing and then the women and 
farm conference, this was my first year and I was blown away by the information offered 
there. At the beginning it was women and they were really receptive to all programs that 
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were offered in the information. So, I don’t know if it could come out to the field a little 
further. 
 
A participant from Dodge City’s familiar group expressed the need for a representative in other 
areas of the state: 
. . . I think they need a liaison person that is going to be able to be a spokesperson, 
somebody who is involved with the ag communication, somebody that can be, you know 
able to travel around and visit with the different connections that the service provides, as 
well as brainstorming ideas just like you are doing today to improve the service.  
 
The participant went on to describe the needed characteristics of a statewide representative: 
And I don't think as an individual person and say, well to do that right now and just like I 
said, they are probably strapped down in Manhattan, where they love to be able to spread 
the word with their services, but are they able to do it financially or there is nothing set 
up. But I think you got to understand that the generation gap, somebody that’s familiar 
with old school versus new school and able to connect to I think that would be very 
beneficial.  
 
Another participant from Dodge City’s familiar group agreed: 
I think getting them out here and you know have the force come out and do two meetings 
in western Kansas helped some because people can put a face with the name, but again 
what we ask them to do was outside the realm of what his USDA grant, says he can do. 
And I think you know he did it as a favor and because he knows that’s the need and 
something that we service we need to be able to provide.  
 
Extension collaboration. In addition to social media marketing and having an organizational 
representative, focus group participants suggested collaborating with extension. In some 
instances, researchers had to clarify the existing relationship between Kansas State Research and 
Extension and KAMS, as some participants were confused or had questions. 
 
A participant from Beloit’s unfamiliar group said “This maybe a silly statement but do they do 
anything with extension?” 
 
A participant from the Altamont unfamiliar group suggested “Using their extension offices and 
contacting USDA offices.” 
 
A participant from Altamont’s familiar group stated: 
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So I think you’re right [name removed], if we used the extension service which is 
statewide to maybe expand that public knowledge base so that people just made aware of 
the fact that if you think you may have an issue, here’s a resource for you and here’s how 
they can help.  
 
A participant from Dodge City’s unfamiliar group said “Have an extension program.” 
 
Radio. Four of the six focus groups mentioned radio as a source of advertising and marketing of 
KAMS and the new umbrella organization. Participants felt radio could be an economically 
feasible option for advertisements by using public service announcements or other options.  
 
Focus group participants in Beloit’s familiar group had the following conversation: 
“Like radio stations if it’s a…”  
“Public service.” 
“Public service there is no charge. So that’ll be a free type of deal or something.” 
 
Other participants thought paid radio or television might offer a solution. A participant from 
Dodge City’s unfamiliar group said “Most print media and I don't know about electronic media, 
but I think radios in terms of that, infomercials like to share.” 
 
A participant from Dodge City’s familiar group said: 
I would encourage TV and radio; I mean those are biggest things, especially I mean I 
guess that was something that just popped into my mind as I mean a commercial about it. 
You never hear about them on TV or sometimes you do on the radio, not a whole but like 
I mean most of it, it’s all through referral and I mean if you are wanting to be more active 
and really push the services, those are large media markets that you can hit people with.  
 
Other marketing opportunities. Other marketing opportunities for KAMS discussed by three 
of the six focus groups were newspaper advertisements, newsletter/pamphlets/informational 
handouts, magazine advertisements, website and search engine optimization, and advertising at 
local agriculture-based businesses, such as cooperatives or feed stores. 
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A participant from Altamont’s familiar group expressed the need for search engine optimization 
as “You know it would be something they could pick up on a, like a Google search you know, 
something like that.” 
 
Another participant from Altamont’s familiar group suggested brochures: 
But if you could put, get a name, put together a brochure that could be at your, at the 
bank, at the farm services agency, at various insurance agencies, at farm bureau agencies, 
you know, you can get that out and your cost for the brochure would not be that much. 
 
Some statements from Beloit’s unfamiliar group include: “Community websites,” and 
“Definitely the coffee shop for farmers.”  
 
A female participant from Beloit’s unfamiliar group commented “So maybe linking the website 
with the local websites or the extension group’s or Chamber of Commerce or something like 
that.” 
 
A participant from Dodge City’s unfamiliar group suggested print opportunities “But then there 
are a lot of folks at magazines and stuff that print press releases for free. We have like journals, 
you could submit it.” 
 
Farm Service Agency collaboration. The three groups familiar with KAMS all expressed the 
organization should collaborate with the Farm Service Agency (FSA) as a part of their marketing 
strategy.  
 
A participant from Beloit’s familiar group said: 
As far as getting the word out I, I don’t know if this would be a conflict of interest or not, 
but Farm Service Agencies trying to get every, every producer, every land owner a 
monthly newsletter and when the farmers hear they’re getting up, signed up for that 
monthly newsletter I think the sign up right now is only about 30%, but were trying to get 
to 100% or 90% here in the next year. But that may be a conflict of interest or FSA to do 
that with Ag Help or whatever it’s going to be so that’s something. 
 
A participant from Altamont’s familiar group said “And your Farm Service Agents.” 
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Summary 
The data obtained from the six focus groups conducted across the state of Kansas were analyzed 
to answer RQ1-4. Researchers discovered participants saw a need for assistance with family farm 
transitioning, and the need for KAMS to become more visible to Kansas communities through 
marketing and promotion of their services. Participants placed value on the existing financial 
assistance program. Participants felt financial assistance should continue to be offered.  
 
Participant’s perceptions of KAMS were overwhelmingly positive. Those having previous 
experience with KAMS appreciated and valued the current organization, while those having no 
previous experience saw potential usefulness for the organization. Most participants felt the 
biggest improvement the organization could make would be to improve their marketing and 
branding efforts. 
 
The most common name suggestion for an umbrella brand was “Kansas Ag Resource Center,” 
while the tagline preferences varied between “Supporting Kansas Agriculture” and “Connecting 
People with Ag Resources.” Brand attributes included fear of the term “mediation” and concern 
for the term “assistance.” Groups generally appreciated the use of “support.” Also, several 
groups were worried about organizations advertising “free” services, as they felt the services 
may lack quality. 
 
Furthermore, marketing suggestions from the majority of the focus groups included social media 
use, having a statewide organizational representative, and collaboration with extension. Several 
groups also valued radio advertisements as a marketing technique. Other marketing opportunities 
brought up throughout the focus groups were newspaper advertisements, 
newsletter/pamphlets/informational handouts, magazine advertisements, website and search 
engine optimization, and advertising at local agricultural-based businesses, such as cooperatives 
or feed stores. The familiar groups also suggested collaboration with the Farm Service Agency 
(FSA). 
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Chapter 5 -  Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was to identify the needs of agricultural producers in relation to 
financial and legal matters at a local level in order to gain knowledge of the perceived 
agricultural services needed in local communities. Furthermore, the purpose of this study was to 
develop marketing and branding techniques for organizations providing these services. This 
study sought to address four research questions, which guided the focus groups. The research 
questions included: 1) what services, identified by local producers, are needed in communities 
across Kansas to assist producers in times of financial and legal distress; 2) what are the 
perceptions of the Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services (KAMS); 3) what brand attributes, 
names, and taglines would appeal to producers for an organization addressing their financial and 
legal distress; 4) how can organizations effectively market financial and legal services to 
producers? 
 
Focus groups were conducted April 2-4, 2013. Two focus groups were conducted at each 
geographic location: one familiar group and one group of people unfamiliar with KAMS. The 
locations included: Altamont, Beloit, and Dodge City. Locations were chosen to represent the 
geographic regions of Kansas. 
Conclusions 
Services perceived as needed in Kansas communities. Focus group participants saw a need for 
assistance with family farm transition planning, the need for KAMS to be more visible to 
Kansas’ communities through marketing and promotions of services, and the need for financial 
assistance. Family farm transition planning was discussed in every focus group as a service 
needed. Participants recognized the increasing age of the farmer and the need to transition to 
younger generations. In addition to the age of the farmer, participants understood transitioning 
the family farm was stressful for farmers, and would likely require legal paperwork. They felt 
defining a clear goal for the transition period would be important to keeping the family farm 
alive. 
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Focus group participants also felt marketing and promotion of KAMS was a valuable service. 
Participants in groups of general community members and groups familiar with KAMS 
expressed they were unaware of where KAMS currently advertised the services offered. 
Participants valued the current services being offered but felt it was equally as important to 
promote those services so farmers knew where to turn for help. 
 
Finally, focus group participants felt financial assistance was a necessary service and that KAMS 
and/or the new organization should continue offering it. Participants valued different aspects of 
financial assistance, such as assistance completing financial paperwork, using the Farm Analyst 
Program, and preparing for an economic financial crisis. Several participants felt that while 
current markets were good for farmers, things can, and likely will, change. They wanted farmers 
to have somewhere to turn if markets fall, and they felt KAMS could provide those services. 
 
Perceptions of KAMS. Focus group participants had positive things to say about the 
organization, even if they had never had direct interaction. Participants familiar with KAMS had 
positive things to say about the organization, the services offered, and current employees. Some 
participants even expressed the emotional attachment they have to the KAMS organization 
because of past experiences. Focus group participants unfamiliar with KAMS saw the services 
offered as necessary and saw potential usefulness for their communities.  
 
Brand attributes, names, and taglines. Participants from different locations had strong feelings 
about attributes of the new brand. For instance, some participants felt the term “mediation” was 
negative and meant someone was going to be in trouble. In addition to being fearful of the term 
“mediation,” participants expressed that by using the term “assistance,” an organization risks 
hurting the pride of the farmer. Participants liked using the term “support.” Finally, participants 
were cautious of using a “free” service, as they feared it may lack quality. They preferred to pay 
for a quality service than to have a “free” service that lacked quality. 
 
Participants did not develop strong feelings for the name or tagline of the new umbrella 
organizations. The most common name suggestion was Kansas Ag Resource Center, although 
participants had no strong feeling one way or another for this name. Even more confusion came 
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with developing a tagline. Groups familiar with KAMS preferred “Supporting Kansas Ag” while 
general community members preferred “Connecting people with ag resources.” No definite 
conclusion was reached in regards to a tagline.  
 
Marketing financial and legal services. Major themes in the area of marketing financial and 
legal services were social media, having an organizational representative, and collaboration with 
extension. Radio was a secondary source for marketing. Many participants felt social media was 
an avenue to use to connect with younger generations. Several participants stated they did not 
personally use social media, but they felt others did and recommended KAMS use it. Participants 
also felt that having a representative in communities to connect with farmers would be 
beneficial. They felt having someone attend farm shows, local meetings, and conferences would 
help spread the word about the services offered. Similar to having an organizational 
representative, participants felt a good avenue for marketing would be to continue collaborating 
with extension because it is a statewide organization. Also, participants felt extension agents 
could provide referrals to KAMS and the new organization. Finally, four of the six focus groups 
mentioned using radio services to reach a broad audience. Participants suggested KAMS could 
get free radio time by utilizing a public service announcement while still reaching a large 
audience.  
Discussion 
Family farm transition planning. Focus group participants felt assistance with transitioning of 
the family farm was a necessary service in their communities. Participants recognized the 
overlap of generations and the stressful impact it can have on families. They understood goals of 
the farm differed between generations. Because the different generations do not have one 
uniform goal for the farm, family members develop personal goals for what they want the farm 
to accomplish. This leads to confusion and stress between generations. This is similar to the 
findings of Keating and Munro (1989), who found often there is no clear goal when older 
generations begin the exiting phase. Participants acknowledged that during the transition period, 
several different families could be involved. This may include a son, his wife, and their children. 
Differences of opinion about how to run the family business possibly exist. Similarly, Ballard-
Reisch and Weigel (1991) found that in the two-generation farm family there is an overlap 
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between the older generation, the younger generation, and the farm business. In order to 
successfully transfer the family farm, it is important to understand the ultimate goal.  
 
In addition to recognizing differences within the farm and the goals each family has for the farm, 
participants felt mediation could prove beneficial. They expressed the value of having a neutral 
party to discuss the transition process with in order to reduce future stresses related to differing 
goals. Although Jurich and Russell (1987) referred to therapy rather than mediation, they showed 
a decrease in stress levels of rural families who used therapy. This portrays the importance of 
working together when transitioning the family farm. Each farmer may possess a different goal, 
but having one clearly defined goal is vital. 
 
Marketing and promotions. Focus groups illustrated a major need for brand awareness related 
to KAMS. Groups mentioned the need to communicate about services the organization already 
provides. Participants saw viewed marketing and promotion of existing services to be as 
important as the services themselves. Participants previously using KAMS services felt the 
services were of high quality and useful; however, they felt families were under-utilizing these 
services because they were unaware of their existence. While working to promote KAMS and 
the new organization, uniformity among the branding efforts will be important. This will help 
create brand recognition and salience. This relates to work done by others. Franzen and Moriarty 
(2009) indicate an organization can create a unique identity by heightening awareness about the 
organization through branding efforts. This identity becomes recognizable to the organization 
and to the public and creates certainty in knowing the product or service that comes with a brand 
(de Chernatony, 2001).  
 
Financial assistance. Focus group participants believed financial assistance was a necessary 
service in their communities and KAMS should continue offering it. Participants valued different 
aspects of financial assistance, such as assistance filling out financial paperwork, using the Farm 
Analyst Program, and preparing for an economic financial crisis. 
 
Participants in this study expressed confusion and frustration associated with financial 
paperwork. They believed by continuing to offer financial assistance through various programs, 
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KAMS could help members of their communities. This research is on target with what past 
researchers have found. The stress associated with the transition period is often amplified 
because of the business and economics involved (Ballard-Reisch & Weigel, 1991; Russell, et al., 
1985). Additionally, difficult economic times, such as the farm crisis of the 1980s, can be an 
added stress to a farm family. 
  
Perceptions of KAMS. Focus group participants familiar with KAMS expressed positive 
emotions about the organization, the services offered, and current employees. Groups unfamiliar 
with KAMS saw the services offered as necessary and saw potential usefulness for their 
communities. It is possible participants familiar with the KAMS organization have a strong 
emotional attachment to the organization and its employees because they helped them in a time 
of crisis. The participants familiar with the organization were often on a first-name basis with the 
employees of KAMS. Participants expressed that they cared for and trusted the KAMS 
employees and felt the employees reciprocated these feelings. This finding is similar to that of 
Corbin, Kelly, and Schwartz (2001), who found customer satisfaction and confidence becomes 
crucial in maintaining public services. 
 
Researchers found KAMS had high public value and was well perceived throughout Kansas 
communities; therefore, these positive emotions and experiences will help the new umbrella 
brand with its branding efforts. It was important to gather consumer perceptions of the 
organization to assist with branding efforts. Branding plays a key factor for public organizations 
(Keller & Lehmann, 2006). The livelihood of a public organization is dependent upon the value 
the public places on that organization’s services. Public value is the ability of a public 
organization to satisfy the general public, as the organization is providing a product or service 
that cannot be met by private organizations (Hoggett, 2006; Moore, 1995).  
 
Branding of KAMS. This study supports asking consumers about their feelings toward a brand 
name and a brand tagline as a strong strategy for ensuring satisfaction. Furthermore, having a 
mixed group of consumer knowledge, those having previous knowledge of KAMS and a 
unfamiliar group, helps to cover a wide range to make sure KAMS and the new organization are 
delivering an appealing message. Participant discussion unveiled that each consumer can 
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perceive one word in a different manner. For example, one participant may suggest the name 
“Kansas Farm Assistance;” however, a different participant may say they find the word 
“assistance” offensive because it implies a person needs help. Gathering information regarding 
consumer perceptions was beneficial to the organization and allows the organization to convey a 
positive contextual message to its consumers.  
 
Consumer perceptions are an important component in understanding branding and should be 
taken into account when developing a new umbrella brand. An important piece of branding 
efforts is creating brand salience for the organization, as brand salience is imperative in 
effectively communicating with the public. Ultimately, KAMS and the new organization are 
seeking to achieve brand salience. This research aligns with research on brand salience 
(Romaniuk & Sharp, 2004), which shows the more salient the brand is, the more recognizable it 
is in the consumer’s mind. Participants expressed a need for farmers to know where to turn prior 
to being in financial distress. This indicates participants thought brand salience would be 
advantageous in knowing if a brand were a good fit prior to using the brand. This aligns with the 
work of Romaniuk and Sharp (2004), who said because the brand is more recognizable, 
consumers can be certain the brand will be appropriate for a given situation, and is also key to 
marketing and promotion. Through the creation of a consistent brand that is salient with 
producers, KAMS and the new organization can effectively reach their consumers before they 
are in need of financial and legal services. 
 
Marketing services. Social media marketing, the need for an organizational representative as a 
face for the community, as well as collaboration with extension were all discussed as necessary 
marketing tools. Radio served as a secondary marketing tool being suggested by four out of six 
focus groups. Furthermore, the groups familiar with KAMS suggested collaboration with Farm 
Service Agency (FSA). 
 
These finding are consistent with work of other researchers. In a study conducted by an online 
service organization, eXtension, O’Neill et al. (2011) suggested when beginning the use of social 
media that individuals should start with Facebook, Twitter, and/or YouTube. Additionally, other 
service organization educators are encouraged to use free social media to increase their outreach 
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(Kinsey, 2010). Based on the KAMS research, organizations may find it particularly beneficial to 
use social media to reach their consumers on an emotional level. Participants expressed an 
emotional connection with KAMS, which could be aided further by social media. Engaging in 
social media can provide a sense of connetion between orgranizations and consumers (Mazali, 
2011) and therefore may create a deeper sense of trust for the consumer.  
 
Radio served as a secondary marketing tool, as not all focus groups discussed using it. Radio 
may have some value in reaching audiences not using social media channels. Researchers 
recommend radio as a part of the overall brand strategy when marketing financial and legal 
services to producers. This is supported by Verma and Burns (1995), who found a need to 
increase marketing in the areas of mass communication, such as radio, newspaper, and 
television. They suggest although a mass communication message be delivered, it should be part 
of grass-roots strategy for the service organization. Their study found it important that 
community members were easily able to identify a connection between the organization’s mass 
communication message and the organization’s local representation. Other private sector 
organizations use similar promotion campaigns, in which the importance of a bond between the 
mass message and local representation is stressed (Kotler, 1991). 
 
Other marketing opportunities for KAMS discussed by three of the six focus groups were 
newspapers advertisement, newsletter/pamphlets/informational handouts, magazine 
advertisement, website and search engine optimization, and advertisements at local agricultural-
based stores, such as cooperatives or feed stores. 
Recommendations 
This research developed recommendations of theoretical, practical, and professional use. 
Moreover, this research supports the excellence in public relations theory. Furthermore, this 
study has practical recommendations for service organizations and provides suggestions for 
agricultural communications professionals. 
 
Theoretical. The theoretical framework used to guide this study was the excellence in public 
relations model developed by James Grunig. This theory has evolved over time to develop four 
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models of public relations, which included: press agentry/publicity; public information; two-way 
asymmetrical; and two-way symmetrical (Grunig & Hunt, 1984). For the purposes of this 
research, the two-way symmetrical model was used, which focuses on understanding the public 
rather than persuading the public. Furthermore, the two-way model focuses on research as a 
solution for how and why the public feels the way they do (Grunig & Hunt, 1984), which was the 
foundation of this study. 
 
This study supported the two-way symmetrical model of the excellence in public relations 
theory. Researchers found that in focusing on what the public values, the organization can 
effectively reach their customers. By conducting focus groups, researchers were able to gain in-
depth information about what services the public values. This study confirms the two-way 
symmetrical communication model is desired by rural agricultural participants. Participants 
continually expressed their appreciation for being asked to participate and encouraged the 
organization to continue seeking opportunities for two-way communication. This was seen 
through participants’ request for social media and contact with the organization on a regular 
basis. The two-way model should be adapted by other organizations seeking to connect with 
rural audiences.  
 
Practical. The results of this study produced practical implications as they can be applied to 
other agricultural service organizations seeking to reach rural communities. It is important for 
organizations to provide a clear image about what the organization is and what services the 
organization offers. Results support the need for organizations to develop and utilize an overall 
brand strategy. For the Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services, community members who were 
familiar with the organization and community members unfamiliar with the organization both 
saw value in the services offered by the organization but felt KAMS should work to increase 
brand salience. KAMS and other similar organizations should consider marketing and promotion 
strategies that represent a two-way communication model, including social media, an 
organizational representative, and collaboration and advertising with extension. Radio should 
serve as a secondary marketing tool. Other marketing tools to consider are newspaper 
advertisements, newsletter/pamphlets/informational handouts, magazine advertisement, website 
and search engine optimization, and advertisements at local agricultural-based stores, such as 
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cooperatives or feed stores. Organizations working with rural communities should seek to 
address the needs of local communities in their marketing and branding strategies.  
 
Other service organizations providing similar services to KAMS, or reaching a similar 
population, should understand what the public values. For these focus groups, the participants 
valued family farm transition planning assistance, as well as financial assistance. The 
participants felt these were complex topics, and it would be beneficial to work with a neutral 
party on these topics. Participants also expressed the need for assistance in legal matters relating 
to family farm transition planning and financial assistance. Branding and marketing techniques 
should be utilized to create brand awareness for organizations seeking to help producers during a 
time of crisis. Without the brand being salient prior to the producer needing help, they will be 
unsure where to turn for help. 
 
Professional. Recommendations for agricultural communication professionals have also resulted 
from this study. Industry professionals should note the negative connotations of some terms 
identified by participants. Participants felt the term “mediation” meant someone was in trouble, 
while asking for “assistance” would hurt the pride of the farmer. Furthermore, participants were 
concerned that offering “free” services meant they would not receive quality service. It was 
mentioned that people would rather pay a fee for quality services than to have a service offered 
free of charge that was not quality. Finally, there seemed to be confusion of participants about 
the term “resources.” One participant felt the term was broad and meant the organization offered 
several different things, while another felt the term was vague. 
 
A word with positive connotations for participants was “support.” Professionals should consider 
using this term in brand names or in taglines.  
 
In summary, agricultural communications professionals should: 
 Limit the use of the terms “mediation” and “assistance” 
 Use caution when marketing free services 
 Understand there may be confusion in the term “resources” 
 Use the word support 
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Recommendation for Future Research 
Future research should focus on the specific brand attributes consumers desire and/or are fearful 
of when targeting services to rural communities. It would be of interest for future research to 
evaluate the term “free” versus “USDA-funded” to see if consumers were faithful in USDA 
funded services. Related to marketing “USDA-funded” services, it would be of interest to 
evaluate the credibility consumers place on services provided by Kansas State Research and 
Extension and the USDA.  
 
Other recommendations for future research related to brand attributes and marketing should 
evaluate marketing media as payment based on a sliding scale, or paying in full for mediation. 
Do consumers place more value on the mediation they receive when they pay for it? It would 
also be of interest for future studies to test the social media and in-person marketing strategies 
requested by the participants in these focus groups. Additionally, it would be of interest to assess 
the gender of individuals seeking out mediation services. 
 
Collecting data from focus group participants via electronic focus groups rather than in-person 
focus groups would be of interest. Gathering electronic information may allow the participants to 
disclose information they would previously not mention with peers around. 
Limitations of the Study 
The researchers recognize the limitations of this study. This study was limited in size to a small 
group of Kansas producers. All producers in this study were white, eliminating input from 
minorities. Furthermore, median age of focus group participants was varied. The limited number 
of participants in this study means thoughts and opinions are limited to the individuals selected 
for this study. However, information gathered from this research may be transferable to 
organizations similar to KAMS seeking to expand their services or to further develop branding 
efforts. 
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Chapter Summary 
The purpose of this study was to identify the needs of agricultural producers in relation to 
financial and legal matters in order to gain knowledge of the perceived needs of services in local 
communities. 
 
This study sought to address four research questions, which guided the focus groups. The 
research questions included: 1) what services, identified by local producers, are needed in local 
communities across Kansas to assist producers in times of financial and legal distress; 2) what 
are the perceptions of the Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services (KAMS); 3) what brand 
attributes, names, and taglines would appeal to producers for an organization addressing their 
financial and legal distress; 4) how can organizations effectively market financial and legal 
services to producers? 
 
Six focus groups were performed to gather information pertaining to the purpose and research 
questions. Focus groups were conducted April 2-4, 2013. Two focus groups were conducted at 
each geographic location: one unfamiliar group and one group of people familiar with KAMS. 
The locations included: Altamont, Beloit, and Dodge City.  
 
Results of this study concluded that rural Kansas community members see a need for service 
organizations similar to KAMS. Participants value assistance with family farm transition 
planning as well as financial assistance. Groups believed marketing and promotions of the 
services offered is just as critical as having the services themselves. Participants felt these 
services should be marketed through two-way communication channels, such as: social media, 
having an organizational representative, and collaboration with extension. 
 
The information gathered from this study also provides theoretical, practical, and professional 
recommendations. This research supports Grunig’s excellence in public relations theory two-way 
symmetrical model with a group of rural agricultural participants. The data also provides 
direction for practice, such as the importance of organizations providing a clear image about who 
they are and what services they offer, and professional implications, such as using caution when 
using the term “free” to market services. Organizations should consider strategically identifying 
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with their audience through branding of their organization and marketing of their services. 
Organizations should develop and implement an overall brand strategy. 
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Kansas Ag Mediation Services Focus Groups 
Moderator Guide and Questioning Route 
Moderator reads:  Hello and welcome to our focus group session.  Thank you for taking time to 
join our discussion today about factors that influence your career choice.  My name is Lauri and I 
am a professor in ag communications at Kansas State University.  Assisting me today is Lana, a 
graduate student also from Kansas State.  
You have been invited here because you can provide valuable information about Kansas Ag 
Mediation Services (KAMS).  The purpose of today’s discussion is to determine the direction of 
KAMS in the future.   
Before we begin, let me share some things that will make our discussions easier and more 
productive.  There are no right or wrong answers, but rather differing points of view.  Please feel 
free to share your point of view even if it differs from what others have said.  Please speak up 
and only one person should talk at a time.  We’re audio recording the session because we don’t 
want to miss any of your comments.  We’ll be on a first-name basis, and in our later reports there 
will not be any names attached to comments.  You may be assured of confidentiality.  
My role here is to ask questions and listen.  I won’t be participating in the conversation, but I 
want you to feel free to talk with one another.  I’ll be asking questions, and I’ll be moving the 
discussion from one question to the next.  Sometimes there is a tendency in these discussions for 
some people to talk a lot and some people not to say much.  But it is important for us to hear 
from each of you today because you have different experiences.  So, if one of you is sharing a 
lot, I may ask you to let others respond.  And if you aren’t saying much, I may ask for your 
opinion.  
Our session will last about one hour.  If you have your cell phone with you, we would appreciate 
it if you could turn it off while we are in the discussion. 
Let’s begin by getting to know more about you. I would like to go around the room and have you 
introduce yourself. Please tell us your name, where you are from, and your role in agriculture. 
Kansas Ag Mediation Services 
I am now going to ask you more specific questions related to your experiences and/or knowledge 
of Kansas Ag Mediation Services. 
• How many of you have heard about KAMS?  Raise your hands. 
• Those of you who raised your hand, what have your experiences been with KAMS? 
• Have you used any other organization offering mediation services? 
•  If so, what was it for? 
Probes: 
o What services do you already know are offered by KAMS? 
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o What are your perceptions of the organization? 
KAMS Information 
The following is a brief summary of the KAMS program: 
The Kansas Agricultural Mediation Services (KAMS) is a confidential resource that helps 
producers with financial and legal questions.  A toll-free hotline, 1-800-321-FARM (3276), gives 
immediate confidential and free access to a professional staff for referrals to various services, 
including: mediation opportunities, financial counseling and legal assistance.  Specifically a 
KAMS staff attorney is available to visit about ag related concerns. 
The program’s goal is to help resolve difficult situations using mediation, a voluntary 
confidential process using a neutral third party to help parties identify concerns and explore 
options and solutions. 
KAMS, in conjunction with the K-State Farm Analyst Program, offers farm financial analysis 
through use of the FinPak computer software program.  Through an agreement with Kansas 
Legal Services direct legal representation to Kansas farmers and ranchers on a reduced fee basis 
depending on the producer’s level of income. 
Administered by K-State Research and Extension the program is available to Kansas farmers, 
ranchers and the ag community. All calls to KAMS are free and all information shared is 
confidential. 
• What additional services do you see necessary or useful from this qualified staff? (List) 
In the future, KAMS is seeking to expand their services.  These additional services might 
include: 
• Increase overall awareness of available resources and assistance available from unit 
• A central place to call for agricultural information 
• Pro-active, strategic planning assistance for farmers, ranchers and agricultural businesses 
not experiencing financial distress (e.g., loan denial, loan restructure) 
• Family farm transition planning  
• Family farm mediations.  Including, but not limited to, communication or management 
issues; dissolution of partnerships; family estate trust problems; division of property among 
heirs; and, conflict regarding transition of the farm. 
• Landlord/tenant disputes 
• Assistance with leases, boundary line disputes, or other situations not directly related to 
the financial feasibility of the operation 
• Beginning farmer and veterans seeking to return/enter into farming issues 
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• Staff attorney available to assist with general agricultural related legal and financial 
questions 
• Trainings for mediators interested in being trained as agricultural mediators 
• Conducting additional workshops, trainings or seminars  
 
The hope is to be able to seek out and secure additional sources of income or venue to expand 
the services and programing.   
Based on these services and your ideas, KAMS is government funded through a small grant by 
the USDA. KAMS does not receive any other funding.  Thus, any and all activities and 
programing must fall under the parameter of the KAMS grant and carried out utilizing grant 
funds.  As additional states across the country adopt certified agricultural mediation programs, 
and as economic belt-tightening in D.C. occur, portions of the national mediation program 
funding has reduced.  Additionally, USDA has become increasingly restrictive as to how any 
grant funds may be spent.   
Name Change 
The intention with a unit name development is to create an “umbrella” name under which the 
KAMS program would be one service, or aspect of the unit.  We will discuss different options 
for creating an umbrella brand. 
An umbrella brand is a parent brand that is used on diverse kinds of products which has a unique 
brand name and identity of their own.   (Taken from  http://definitions.uslegal.com/u/umbrella-
brand%20/) 
Examples of umbrella brands: 
• Kraft foods (Cheez Whiz, Cool Whip, Planters Peanut Butter, Jell-O) 
• Merck  (Coppertone, Claritin, Banamine) 
Questions: 
• Is there an umbrella brand name that makes sense for KAMS? 
• What do you like about these names? 
• What do you dislike about these names? 
• How do these names differentiate from Kansas Ag Mediation Services? 
• Do you have a preference on the listed ideas and why? 
• What do the different names mean to you?  (Do they accurately depict the goals of 
KAMS?)  
Probe: 
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• In your opinon, does it make sense for this group to have an umbrella brand? 
Screen:  We will now project different name options on the screen for you to consider: 
• Strategic Farm Planning Center 
• Kansas Ag Resource Center 
• Ag Connections for Kansas 
Tag Line 
While developing a new umbrella brand name, KAMS is developing an accompanying “tag 
line”. 
Example of tag lines include: 
• “Nothing runs like a Deere”  -John Deere 
• “The business breed”  -Angus 
Questions: 
• What ideas do you have for a tag line for KAMS? 
• What do you like about these tag lines? 
• What do you dislike about these names 
• Do you have a preference on the listed tag lines and why? 
• What do the different tag lines mean to you? 
 
Screen:  We will now project different tag line options on the screen for you to consider: 
• “Managing for the future” 
• “Connecting people with resources” 
Marketing Ideas 
Thank you for all your input so far.  Now we would appreciate your suggestions to determine 
where to promote KAMS. 
• What would be the most appropriate place to promote these services? 
Probes: 
o Broadcast, such as radio and TV 
o Internet, such as websites, e-mail, and social media 
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o Print, such as newspaper inserts, brochures, mailings, posters 
o Any other communication, such as billboards, movie theater ads, 
workshops/presentations and other signs 
• If you were searching for these sort of ag services, where would you look? 
o Probe:  What keywords would you use to search? 
• What materials would you respond to?  Where would you find that? 
o Probe:  Do you think social media is effective? 
• What are some effective marking tools have you seen used for outreach? 
• How might this program network with lenders, ag businesses and producers? 
• What information or  would spark your interest to know more about the program? 
• What kinds of trainings or educational workshop topics would you like to see the 
program conduct in your area? 
• What other services would you like to see provided by this program? 
• What future trends do you see impacting farm families, ag businesses and rural 
communities where this program services could offer assistance? 
• Can you see other cooperative linkages that would be appropriate for this new umbrella 
brand? 
Concluding Discussion  
As we’ve talked today and seen some examples of marketing messages: 
• Do you have any suggestions or ideas that we have not discussed? 
I am now going to try to summarize the main points from today’s discussion. (key messages and 
big ideas that developed from the discussion)… 
• Is this an adequate summary?  
Moderator reads: Thank you for taking time out of your day to share your opinions. Your 
participation is greatly appreciated and has provided valuable insight into this topic. As you 
leave, please pick up your incentive as a token of our appreciation. Thanks again. 
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KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY 
 
INFORMED CONSENT TEMPLATE 
 
PROJECT TITLE: Kansas Agricultural Media Services Branding and Marketing Study  
 
APPROVAL DATE OF PROJECT:  3/28/13  EXPIRATION DATE OF PROJECT:  Exempt 
 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: CO-INVESTIGATOR(S): Dr. Lauri Baker, Assistant Professor, 
Department of Communications, 307 
Umberger Hall, Manhattan, KS, 66506-3402 
 
CONTACT AND PHONE FOR ANY PROBLEMS/QUESTIONS: 785-532-1140, lmbaker@k-state.edu 
 
IRB CHAIR CONTACT/PHONE INFORMATION: Rick Scheidt, Chair, Committee on 
Research Involving Human Subjects, 203 
Fairchild Hall, Kansas State University, 
Manhattan, KS  66506, (785) 532-3224. 
 
 
SPONSOR OF PROJECT: K-State Research and Extension and Kansas Ag Media Services (KAMS) 
 
PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH: To determine the most appropriate services and marketing methods for 
Kansas Ag Media Services 
 
PROCEDURES OR METHODS TO BE USED: The focus group will allow you to discuss your opinions 
in an open and receptive setting. You will be asked to 
share about your experience with KAMS. You will also 
be asked for your opinion about the future of KAMS. 
Your comments and suggestions will be used to help K-
State Research & Extension improve its efforts to share 
the story of Extension. 
 
ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURES OR TREATMENTS, IF ANY, THAT MIGHT BE ADVANTAGEOUS TO 
SUBJECT: 
 
None 
 
LENGTH OF STUDY: 1-1½   hours 
 
RISKS ANTICIPATED: There are no anticipated risks to participating in the study. 
 
BENEFITS ANTICIPATED: There are no anticipated benefits to participating in the study. 
 
EXTENT OF 
CONFIDENTIALITY: 
Your identity will be kept confidential to the extent provided by law. You will 
be assigned a code number. Your name will not be connected to any comments. 
The list connecting your name to this number will be kept in a locked file. The 
discussion will be audio recorded. An assistant moderator will take detailed 
notes. Only the researcher and research assistants will have access to the tapes, 
notes, and transcripts. They will be kept in a locked file. When the study is 
completed and the data have been analyzed, the list and the tapes will be 
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destroyed. Your name will not be used in any report. 
 
IS COMPENSATION OR MEDICAL TREATMENT AVAILABLE IF 
INJURY OCCURS: 
na 
 
PARENTAL APPROVAL FOR MINORS: na 
 
TERMS OF PARTICIPATION:  I understand this project is research, and that my participation is 
completely voluntary.  I also understand that if I decide to participate in this study, I may withdraw my 
consent at any time, and stop participating at any time without explanation, penalty, or loss of benefits, or 
academic standing to which I may otherwise be entitled. 
 
I verify that my signature below indicates that I have read and understand this consent form, and willingly 
agree to participate in this study under the terms described, and that my signature acknowledges that I have 
received a signed and dated copy of this consent form. 
 
(Remember that it is a requirement for the P.I. to maintain a signed and dated copy of the same consent form 
signed and kept by the participant 
 
Participant Name:   
 
Participant Signature: 
   
Date: 
 
 
Witness to Signature: (project staff) 
   
Date: 
 
 
